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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
From Pose Estimation to Structure and Motion 
Submitted by YU Ying-Kin 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in July 2004 
The application of computer vision techniques to movie pro-
ductions has become popular in recent years. One example is 
the integration of cartoon synthetic characters into movie scenes, 
which is known as augmented reality. Traditionally, if the model 
structure of the scene is known, the first step is to find the pose 
of the camera and is called pose estimation. It requires at least 
3 model-to-scene point correspondences to function. Specially 
designed markers may be placed into the scene for robust feature 
tracking. However for old video foot ages, in which models are 
neither known nor markers can be placed, a marker-less struc-
ture and motion (SAM) based algorithm is necessary. 
The ultimate goal of this thesis is to develop a robust recur-
sive SAM-based pose tracking algorithm. On the way, various 
approaches have been studied. Three related algorithms have 
been proposed. 1) The first algorithm, a model-based pose esti-
mation method, targets to solve the problem using genetic algo-
rithms. It searches simultaneously for the object's pose and for 
a set containing the most reliable feature points. This mismatch 
i 
filtering strategy makes the algorithm robust under the presence 
of point mismatches and outliers. 2) The second algorithm, a 
recursive SAM approach, aims to find an efficient solution to the 
problem of structure and motion. In that, both the structure 
and motion of an object are recovered simultaneously. Two sets 
of extended Kalman filters, a set for structure refinement and 
another set for pose estimation, are used in the algorithm. They 
are executed in an interleaved manner so that the computation 
time can be reduced. 3) To reach the final goal, the third algo-
rithm is an improved SAM method, which is an extension of the 
second approach. It improves the accuracy of the recovered pose 
sequences by employing three extended Kalman filters, (each de-
scribes a frequently occurring camera motion in real situations: 
general, pure translation, pure rotation) based on an interact-
ing multiple model (IMM) framework. To evaluate the proposed 
approaches, both analytical and empirical comparisons with the 
existing methods, such as the extended Lowe's method, the re-
cursive solution by Azarbayejani and Pentland, Lowe's method 
and the genetic algorithm by Hati and Sengupta, are made when 
appropriate. It is shown in the experiments that the proposed 
approaches outperformed other similar algorithms. In addition, 
they have been applied to 3D model reconstruction and aug-
mented reality applications to demonstrate their performances 
in real situations. In that, the full 360° view of a paper box 
model has been recovered successfully. Also, a synthetic car 
has been successfully inserted into a real image sequence that 
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1.1 Motivation and Objectives 
The application of computer vision based movie productions has 
become very popular in recent years. One example is the inte-
gration of cartoon synthetic characters into movie scenes. Figure 
1.1 gives an illustration of the idea. The picture on the left is 
the original image taken with a web-camera. The picture on the 
right is the resulting image. In that, a synthetic car, which is 
drawn by wire-frames, has been inserted. Originally, producing 
such a kind of images involves tedious work and requires expe-
rienced photo editors. With the aid of computers, this process 
can be automated. This is known as augmented reality or mixed 
reality in computer science. 
There are various real-life augmented reality applications be-
sides movie productions. Some of the examples include direct 
marketing in electronic commerce [54], advanced tele-conference 
systems [53], manufacturing and assembling of do or locks [52], 
games and entertainment [55]. To put a virtual object into the 
1 
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Figure 1.1: An example of augmented reality. A synthetic car, which is drawn 
by wire-frames, has been put on top of the yellow box in the real scene. 
real scene in a. video, the first step is to compute the camera 
motion. With the iriotion parameters, the synthetic object can 
be rotated and translated in a way that is consistent with the 
background. 
Traditionally, if the model structure of the scene is known, 
at least 3 model-to-scene point correspondences are required to 
compute the motion. This is known as pose estimation. Spe-
cially designed markers may be placed into the scene for robust 
feature tracking. Tliose systems mentioned in the last para-
graph are some of the examples. However for old video foot ages, 
ill which models are neither known nor markers can be placed, 
a marker-less structure and motion (SAM) based algorithm is 
necessary. The ultimate goal of this thesis is to develop a ro-
bust recursive SAM-based pose tracking algorithm. With SAM 
algorithms, it is feasible to proceed further to reconstruct the 
3D model of a scene from a video sequence. One novel idea is to 
inipleinent the algorithm in a digital videodisc player such that ‘ 
the audiences are allowed to change their viewpoints. 
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This thesis has three objectives. 1) A pose estimation appro-
ach—The first objective is to make the computation of the scene's 
pose accurate in a high noise environment. A model-based 
pose estimation approach using genetic algorithms has been pro-
posed. The importance of the method is that pose estimation 
is one of the two essential steps in the interleaved bundle ad-
justment scheme for the SAM problem. With a better pose es-
timation algorithm, the recovered structure can reach a higher 
accuracy. 2) A recursive SAM approach—We proceed one step 
forward to acquire the structure, in addition to the pose se-
quence, from 2D images. We also target to make the algorithm 
able to process long sequences containing a large number of point 
features by personal computers within a reasonable time limit. 
Thus, a fast recursive SAM algorithm based on Kalman filter-
ing has been formulated. 3) An improved SAM approach一The 
third objective is to improve the accuracy of the pose sequences 
resulting from the second algorithm. At the same time, the re-
quired computation is kept to a minimum. Therefore, a new 
algorithm that makes use of the Interacting Multiple Model has 
been proposed. 
1.2 Problem Definition 
The problem of pose estimation is defined as follows. Given the 
object's structure, the aim is to compute the orientation of the 
object with respect to the camera. The pose estimation problem 
can be extended to compute the pose of an object with respect 
to a continuous sequence of images. Such an extension to the 
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Figure 1.2: The geometry of the system. 
problem is known as pose tracking. Usually, the structure of 
a natural object or an object created by the third parties is 
unknown. For these cases, the structure should be computed 
at the time when the pose sequence is tracked. The problem of 
simultaneous recovery of structure and pose is called structure 
and motion (SAM). 
To understand the pose estimation and the structure and mo-
tion problem mathematically, let us look at the geometry of the 
system, which is shown in figure 1.2. X ^ = [xf, y f , z f d e -
notes the coordinates of the point Xi with respect to the object 
coordinate frame. The notation X^^ : [x^, yf^ ^ zf^ ^^ represents 
the coordinates of point Xi in the camera coordinate frame at 
time-step t. A point on the image plane at the t^^ frame is de-
noted by pi,t 二 [以 i ’t ,灼’The target object is centered at the 
origin 0�of the object coordinate frame. The relationship be-
tween the object frame and the camera frame can be described 
by the following equation: 
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二贴 f + + (1.1) 
is a 3 X 3 rotation matrix and T^  is a 3 x 1 translation vector. 
T � i s a 3 X 1 translation vector that brings the object in the 
object frame to the camera frame. It is a constant in the model 
recovery process. The camera used in the system is calibrated 
40] and its focal length is assumed fixed. The camera model 
is full perspective and the projection can be mathematically 
represented as: 
( \ ( r \ 
V �y \ y^,] 
where f is the focal length of the camera. 
Definition of the Structure and Motion Problem In technical 
terms, the problem of structure and motion is to recover the 
coordinates of model point X ? in the object coordinate frame 
and the pose of the object, i.e. the rotation Rt and translation 
Tt, with respect to the views at each time-step such that the 
back-projection error (BE), which is defined as: 
B E = E d f (1.3) 
i=i 
is to be minimized. In the equation, di is the difference in 
distance between a real image point and its corresponding back-
projected point. 
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Definition of the Pose Estimation Problem T h e prob l em of pose 
estimation can be regarded as a constrained problem of struc-
ture and motion. Since the structure is given, the only task 
is to find out the rotation R and translation T of the object 
with respect to a single image. The problem of pose tracking 
means computing the pose sequence Rt and Tt with respect to 
a continuous sequence of images. 
1.3 Contributions 
The contributions of this thesis are four-folded. They are sum-
marized as follows: 
1) Robust Pose Estimation A model-based pose estimation method 
using genetic algorithms has been proposed and implemented. 
The algorithm searches simultaneously for the pose of the ob-
ject and for a set containing the most reliable feature points. 
This mismatch filtering strategy successfully makes the algo-
rithm more robust under the presence of point mismatches and 
outliers in the images. It outperformed Lowe's method [41] and 
another genetic algorithm by Hati and Sengupta [21] in terms of 
accuracy under the presence of point mismatches and outliers. 
2) High Speed Structure and Motion Recovery A high-speed 
two-step method to recover structure and motion from contin-
uous image sequences based on Kalman filtering has been pro-
posed. The structure refinement and the pose estimation step 
are executed in an interleaved sense so that the computation 
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time is greatly reduced. The implementation can handle the 
changeable set of point features. It outperformed the interleaved 
bundle adjustment method [33] and the recursive algorithm by 
Azarbayejani and Pentland [8] in terms of computation speed 
without loss in the quality of model reconstruction. 
3) Robust High Speed Structure and Motion Recovery T h e In-
teracting Multiple Model has been introduced to the problem 
of structure and motion. The proposed approach uses three 
extended Kalman filters, each describes a frequently occurring 
camera motion in real situations (general, pure translation, pure 
rotation), to track the pose of an object within the Interacting 
Multiple Model framework. Since the ambiguities among the re-
covered structure and recovered pose parameters have been re-
solved, the acquired pose sequence is more accurate than the ex-
isting approaches. Comparisons with different approaches show 
that the proposed method is more efficient and accurate. 
4) 3D Model Reconstruction and Augmented Reality Applications 
The three proposed algorithms have been applied to 3D model 
reconstruction and augmented reality in real situations. In that, 
the full 360° view of a paper box model has been recovered suc-
cessfully. Also, a synthetic car has been successfully inserted 
into a real image sequence that contains complicated and dis-
continuous camera motions. Related experimental results using 
real images can be found in section 3.8.2, 4.7.2 and 5.7.2. 
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1.4 Related Publications 
With regard to contribution stated in the last section, the follow-
ing papers have been submitted to or published in international 
journals and conferences. They are categorized according to the 
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Chapter 3: 
Ying-Kin Yu, Kin-Hong Wong and Michael Ming-Yuen 
Chang, "Pose estimation using genetic algorithms for aug-
mented reality applications", submitted to a journal. 
Chapter 4: 
1) Ying-Kin Yu, Kin-Hong Wong and Michael Ming-Yuen 
Chang, "Recursive 3D model reconstruction based on 
Kalman filtering", IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man 
and Cybernetics—Part B. (to appear) 
2) Ying-Kin Yu, Kin-Hong Wong and Michael Ming-Yuen 
Chang, "A fast recursive 3D model reconstruction al-
gorithm for multimedia applications", in proceedings 
of the International Conference on Pattern Recogni-
tion 2004 (ICPR-2004), Cambridge, August 2004. (to 
appear) 
3) Ying-Kin Yu, Kin-Hong Wong and Michael Ming-Yuen 
Chang, "Recursive 3D model reconstruction based on 
Kalman filtering，，，in proceedings of the Hong Kong 
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Chapter of Signal Processing Postgraduate Forum 2004, 
Hong Kong, May 2004. 
Chapter 5: 
1) Ying-Kin Yu, Kin-Hong Wong and Michael Ming-Yuen 
Chang, "A fast and robust simultaneous pose tracking 
and structure recovery algorithm for augmented reality 
applications"，in proceedings of the IEEE International 
Conference on Image Processing 2004 (ICIP-2004), Sin-
gapore, October 2004. (to appear) 
2) Ying-Kin Yu, Kin-Hong Wong and Michael Ming-Yuen 
Chang, "Merging artificial objects with marker-less video 
sequences based on the interacting multiple model method", 
submitted to a journal. 
1.5 Organization of the Paper 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A background 
on the previous work related to the pose estimation and the 
structure and motion problem are introduced in chapter 2. In 
chapter 3，an approach that tackles the pose estimation problem 
using genetic algorithms is discussed. In chapter 4, a recursive 
2-step structure acquisition algorithm based on Kalman filtering 
is presented. In chapter 5, a natural extension to the algorithm 
in chapter 4 using the Interacting Multiple Model is proposed. 
In chapter 6, empirical comparisons among several structure and 
motion algorithms are made. The experimental results from the 
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2-step recursive algorithm in chapter 4, the Interacting Multi-
ple Model based approach in chapter 5, the recursive solution 
proposed by Azarbayejani and Pentland [8] and the interleaved 
bundle adjustment method [33] are compared. In the last chap-
ter, the conclusion of the achievements is made. 
• End of chapter. 
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2-step recursive algorithm in chapter 4, the Interacting Multi-
ple Model based approach in chapter 5, the recursive solution 
proposed by Azarbayejani and Pent land [8] and the interleaved 
bundle adjustment method [33] are compared. In the last chap-
ter, the conclusion of the achievements is made. 




There are various techniques to deal with the pose estimation 
and the structure and motion problem. Here we are going to dis-
cuss some of the existing solutions. In the first part, a general 
overview of the previous work on pose estimation is given. In 
addition, two pose estimation methods, namely Lowe's method 
41] and the genetic algorithm by Hati and Sengupta [21], are 
discussed in details. These two methods were implemented and 
compared with the proposed approach in chapter 3. In the sec-
ond part, existing approaches that tackle the structure and mo-
tion problem are introduced. In particular, the details of the 
extended Lowe's method by Chang and Wong [33] and the ex-
tended Kalman filter by Azarbayejani and Pent land [8] are given. 
These two algorithms were also implemented and empirical com-
parisons were made with the approaches proposed in chapter 4 
and 5. 
11 
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2.2 Pose Estimation 
2.2.1 Overview 
In short, the problem of pose estimation is to compute the orien-
tation of the object with respect to the camera given the image 
and the 3D structure of the model. Mathematically, the rotation 
R and translation T of the object, which are shown in figure 1.2 
on page 4, are to be estimated. 
Let us have a glance on the previous work on the pose esti-
mation problem. Early pose estimation algorithms make use of 
a small number of point features in the scene. Fishier and Bolles 
36] took three feature points with the，，Random Sample Con-
sensus" method to compute the pose of an object. Horaud et 
al [37] estimated the pose of an object using four non-coplanar 
points. The solution is computed by solving biquadratic poly-
nomial equations of one unknown with geometric constraints. 
Another four-point algorithm was proposed by Liu and Wong 
43；. 
The iterative steepest descent method [41] [44] is also a com-
mon approach to solve the pose estimation problem. In that, 
nonlinear optimization schemes, such as Newton's method, are 
used to estimate the object's pose by minimizing the difference 
between the object's re-projection and the real image measure-
ments. The optimization procedure is executed iteratively until 
the image residual error is small and within a predefined limit. 
Another approach is to tackle the problem by Kalman fil-
tering. Lippiello et al [31] [32] used extended Kalman filter for 
motion estimation. Their algorithms find the pose of the ob-
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ject based on a known CAD model from stereo images. The 
position and orientation of the camera are recovered in realtime 
and the results are applied to visual servoing of robot manipula-
tors. Wong et al [27] applied the CONDENSATION framework 
to track the pose of an object for the construction of a virtual 
walk-through environment. 
Genetic algorithms are alternatives to the traditional solu-
tions. Most of the existing methods [21] [23] [24] model the 
problem as a camera calibration procedure. Hati and Sengupta 
21] used the genetic algorithm framework to estimate the ex-
trinsic parameters of a camera. The work by Ji and Zhang [23] is 
quite similar to [21] but the authors applied a genetic algorithm 
to search for both the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of a 
camera. They incorporated a time dependent function for the 
adjustment of the step size into the mutation operator to facili-
tate the convergence of the fitness value. Cerveri et al described 
an approach in [24] that calibrates a stereo camera system with 
the enhanced evolutionary search. The only work that directly 
addresses the pose estimation problem with genetic algorithms 
is by Toyama et al [22]. The inputs to their algorithm are the 
edge images instead of point features. They adopted the pheno-
typic forking genetic algorithm [29] to perform the search. This 
strategy combines the advantages of conventional genetic algo-
rithms and steepest descent methods such that the solution can 
be found within a smaller number of generations. 
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2.2.2 Lowe's Method 
Among all the existing pose estimation algorithms, Lowe's method 
41] is one of most famous approaches and can be regarded as 
one of the standard solutions to the problem. It is actually a 
steepest descent method. It searches for a combination of pose 
parameters such that the re-projection of the object fits the 
image measurements best. The underlying assumption of the 
method is that the object's structure is known in prior. 
To initialize the algorithm, an initial guess that is close to the 
solution is required. Let the initial guess be Rq and To, which 
are respectively the rotation matrix and translation vector as 
defined in figure 1.2 on page 4. We assume that this guess is not 
too far from the true solution. The image residues of the guess 
can be written as: 
== G 人RQ,TO) — ( 2 .1 ) 
5vi�t = G 人RQ,TO) — ”i,t (2.2) 
GI{R, T) is the projection function of a 3D point XI after the 
R and T transformations, U^ and V^ are the real image mea-
surements at time-step t. To compute the pose of the object 
at time-step t, let the translation vector be T, = [tx, ty, tz]^ = 
亡 1,力2,力3]�and the rotation angles about the three axes be = 
a, (3,7] = [01, 02, 03] (i.e. the Yaw, Pitch and Roll angle respec-
tively) . T h e image residues at time-step t can be approximated 
by the following first order expansion: 
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j 二1 dtj acpj 
= (2.3) 
j=i atj a0j 
With at least three point correspondences, the six unknowns 
. of system 2.3 (i.e. A^i, A,2，Ats, A0i , A(p2 and Acl)^) can be 
solved. The new estimates of the object's pose, Rt and T], can 
be computed by: 
Tt = Tt-i + ATt (2.4) 
Rt is calculated by repeated multiplications of Rt with the 
three rotation matrices defined by the correction angles A(f)i, 
A(p2, The above procedure should be iterated for at least 
five times in order to obtain an accurate pose of the object. By 
individually computing the object's pose in each image in an 
image sequence, the camera motion can be tracked. 
2.2.3 The Genetic Algorithm by Hati and Sengupta 
Unlike the steepest descent method introduced in the previous 
section, genetic algorithms are made to avoid local optima and 
find a global optimum in the search. So, it has also been ap-
plied to camera calibration and pose estimation. The genetic 
algorithm by Hati and Sengupta [21] is one of the examples. 
Their method can be regarded as a model-based pose estimation 
approach. The purpose of using genetic algorithms is to make 
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their approach immune to noise and the presence of outlying 
point features. The implementation of their genetic algorithm 
is outlined in this section. Related mathematical details are dis-
cussed in chapter 3 on the way we present the proposed genetic 
algorithm. 
The idea of searching with genetic algorithms is as follows. 
Starting with an initial pool of population produced randomly, 
the chromosomes in the current population have a certain chance 
to reproduce their offsprings. Fitter chromosomes have a higher 
chance to be selected for reproduction. An offspring is repro-
duced either by mutation of one chromosome or crossover be-
tween two chromosomes. The algorithm stops until the fitness 
of the best chromosome converges to a desired value. The solu-
tion of the search can be extracted from the chromosomes that 
survive at the end. Usually, a genetic algorithm takes a much 
longer period of time to compute the solutions compared to any 
other iterative steepest descent methods. 
In the genetic algorithm by Hati and Sengupta [21], the search 
space is defined by the three translation parameters (i.e. tx, 
tz) and the three rotation angles (i.e. Yaw, Pitch and Roll an-
gle). These parameters are encoded in the chromosomes using 
real numbers within a predefined interval. Overlapping popu-
lation has been considered in their algorithm. It means that 
a temporary population of offsprings is created and is added 
to the previous population. The worse group of chromosomes 
is then removed to return the population size to the original 
one. Thus, the population of the next generation consists of a 
certain portion of chromosomes from the parent generation and 
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some from their offsprings. The proportion between two types of 
chromosomes in the new generation is defined by the probability 
of replacement. The fitness of a chromosome is calculated based 
on the back-projection error defined in equation 1.3 on page 5. 
For the ease of chromosome selection, it is further scaled using 
sigma-truncated scaling method. The roulette-wheel propor-
tionate selection scheme, which is described in details in section 
3.6, is used in their genetic algorithm. 
The genetic operations are defined by two operators: the 
mutation and crossover operator. The mutation operation is 
actually a Gaussian mutator, which picks a new value based 
on a Gaussian distribution around the current value. If the new 
value is less than the lower bound of the parameter, it is replaced 
by the lower bound. It is similar if the new value exceeds the 
upper bound. For the crossover operator, the one-point Blend 
crossover [20] is used. Intuitively, this operation generates a new 
value based on the interval between the parents. Besides, the 
size of the population in each generation is 300. The probabil-
ity of mutation and crossover are 0.01 and 0.90 respectively. A 
summary of the genetic algorithm parameters can be found in 
table 2.1. 
2.3 Structure and Motion 
2.3.1 Overview 
The objective of the structure and motion problem is to recover 
both the pose and structure of a scene from a sequence of 2D 
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Parameters Values 
Population size 300 
Probability of mutation 0.01 
Probability of crossover 0.90 
Probability of replacement 0.5 
Table 2.1: A table summarizes the parameters of the genetic algorithm by 
Hati and Sengupta 
images. Specifically, the model point X f , as shown in figure 1.2 
on page 4, in the object coordinate frame and the pose of the 
object, i.e. the rotation Rt and translation Tt, with respect to 
the views at each time-step are to be computed. 
There are various approaches to tackle the structure and mo-
tion problem. One of the most popular approaches is by epipolar 
geometry [14]. With known correspondences between two views, 
a constraint, which is known as the epipolar constraint, between 
these views can be set up. This constraint can be computed 
and is encoded in a matrix called the Fundamental matrix if the 
camera is fully calibrated. The Fundamental matrix contains 
the camera parameters, such as the focal length, the center of 
projection, together with the pose parameters between these two 
views. It can be used to recover the camera motion up to a scale 
factor. Based on the triangulation of the point features in the 
corresponding images, an Euclidean structure of the scene can 
be found by solving a system of equations. In a similar sense, 
the technique has been extended to three views or more [13] [15: 
5:. 
Factorization [2] [3] is another common approach to tackle 
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the problem of structure and motion. The main idea of the 
factorization method is that the image measurements, which 
are contained in the registered measurement matrix, are factor-
ized into two components, such that one of the resulting matri-
ces represents the camera motion while another represents the 
scene's structure. Classical factorization methods work under 
the assumption of orthographic projection. The work in [2] is 
an example. The factorization method has been extended to 
tackle the para-perspective projection camera model [16] and 
handle the reconstruction and pose estimation of multiple in-
dependently moving objects [3]. Bundle adjustment is also an 
effective method [35]. It minimizes the re-projection error be-
tween the estimated model and the image measurements. The 
minimization procedure can be achieved in batch either by the 
Newton's or Levenberg-Marquardt iteration. A branch of it is 
the interleaved bundle adjustment as described in [33] and [35 . 
It breaks up the minimization problem into two steps so as to 
reduce the size of the Jacobian involved, resulting in speeding 
up the algorithm. The methods mentioned previously tackle 
the problem in a batch, in which the structure and motion are 
optimized for all the images at one time. 
There are solutions that recover the structure and motion in 
a sequential way. This is known as recursive or casual struc-
ture and motion. In that, images from a continuous sequence 
are processed one by one instead of in a batch. Most of these 
recursive solutions are based on Kalman filtering. Among them, 
a portion of solutions use Kalman filters to integrate the scene's 
structure. For example, the iterated extended Kalman filter 
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(lEKF) is adopted for updating the structure in Euclidean [1 
or projective framework [30]. In that, the pose and the struc-
ture of the object are recovered alternately by a RANSAC-based 
equation solving technique and the lEKF. Thomas and Oliensis 
applied standard Kalman filtering to fuse the recent structure 
estimates found by Horn's algorithm using the most recent im-
age pair with the previous structure estimates at each time-step 
9 . 
Unlike the approaches in the last paragraph, in which Kalman 
filters are used solely for structure updating, the series of meth-
ods in [7] [8] [10] [11] [12] recover both the structure and motion 
at one time in each time-step in a recursive manner. The work 
by Broida et al [11] is the ancestor of this series of researches. 
They applied a single lEKF to recover the structure and pose of 
the object. Azarbayejani and Pentland described a method in 
8] that makes significant improvements over [11]. Extension is 
made to recover the focal length of the camera in addition to the 
pose and structure. The most recent work of recursive structure 
recovery is by Chiuso et al [7]. Similar techniques in structure 
and motion have also been applied to simultaneous localization 
and map-building for robot navigation [51 . 
2.3.2 The Extended Lowe's Method 
Full scale bundle adjustment is an effective method [35] to com-
pute the structure and the pose of a scene from a sequence of 
2D images. It minimizes the re-projection error between the 
estimated model and the image measurements by adjusting the 
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structure and pose sequence at one time. Usually, it is employed 
to fine tune the final solution after an initial guess, which can 
be made by using epipolar geometry [14] [25] or the factoriza-
tion method [2]. A particular form of the full scale bundle ad-
justment is the interleaved bundle adjustment method. It has 
higher computation speed than the conventional approach since 
the Jacobian involved in the calculation is broken down into 
small pieces. The extended Lowe's method by Chang and Wong 
33] that we are going to discuss is an example. 
The extended Lowe's method extends the original Lowe's 
method, which is for model-based pose estimation, to recover 
both the structure and pose of a scene. It consists of two ma-
jor passes. The first pass estimates the pose sequence for all 
the frames of the object based on the current guess of the 3D 
model. The second pass updates the model of the last guess 
with the newly acquired pose sequence. After a number of it-
erations (alternation between the two passes), the initial model 
converges to the final solution. The overview of the algorithm 
can be summarized in the following pseudo-code: 
Do the following until the total re-projection error of the model 
is less than a threshold or the number of iteration is too large 
First pass: The pose sequence of the model with respect to the 
r frames is estimated using Lowe's method. 
Second pass: The model points of the previous estimate are 
refined using Newton's method to minimize the image resid-
ual error. 
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The details of Lowe's method in the first pass has been de-
scribed in section 2.2.2 on page 14 and is not repeated here. 
For the second pass, the computation of the structure can be 
achieved by first deriving the image residual as in the following 
first order expansion: 
G 人 Rt,Tt) k GijRuTt) GijRuTt) 
As in section 2.2.2, Gi{Rt^ Tt) is the function that projects 
the 3D point Xi onto the image plane with Rt and 7] trans-
formations. Please refer to the geometric model in section 1.2 
on page 4 for the definitions of the other notations. Separating 
6pi^ t into two components and calculating the values of the par-
tial derivatives, which is represented by the image residual 
error of the point in the t仇 frame can be rewritten as the 
following simultaneous equations: 
6ui,t = l^iSxi + + l\iSzi (2.6) 
Svi^ t = l^lSxi + 4 ' % + 4 ' 紅 (2.7) 
where 
ji,t r^ni rsiXj^ At —打n2 
= 〜 二 / [ T i j 
ji,t .rns rssXi At _ r^iVi^ 
1^3 = ；^J'^21 = / [ — - —^J 
Zi Zi z^ 
H2 = J[- = J [ - ；J-J (丄… 
Zi 乙i 乙i 
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Tmn is the component of the rotation matrix Rt. For T number 
of frames, the following linear system can be derived: 
C 7^ ,1 72,1 
OUi^l hi h2 (13 
r ji,l ji,l ji,l 
hi h2 hs 
• • • • 
“ it it 紅 
3Ui’t 111 Pi2 片3 _ ON 
. 二 ,i,t ji,t 和 （2.9) 
ovi^t hi h2 hs f 
[OZi 
• • • • 
c ji,r 7z,r ji,r 
oui^r hi h2 ns 
c ji,r ji,r ji,r 
ovi^r J [ hi hi hz 
The motion of the camera Rt and Tt are encoded in 
which is acquired in the first pass of the algorithm. Thus, the 
vector [Sxi, Syi, 6zi]'^ in system 2.9 can easily be solved using 
the singular value decomposition technique [18]. Thus, the 3D 
model points can be updated as: 
Xi, yi, Z i f = [xi, yi, Z i f + [Sxi, Syi, Szi f (2.10) 
XiyiZi]^ is the previous estimate of the model point. In this 
way, the 3D structure of a scene can be recovered. 
2.3.3 The Extended Kalman Filter by Azarbayejani 
and Pentland 
Among all the Kalman filter based solutions mentioned in sec-
tion 2.3.1，the extended Kalman filter (EKF) by Azarbayejani 
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and Pentland [8] can be regarded as one of the representatives to 
the structure and motion problem in the past decade. In their 
algorithm, a single EKF is used to recover the pose and struc-
ture of an object in t Kalman filtering cycles for a sequence of t 
images. Since their algorithm has been compared with the pro-
posed approaches in the following chapters, some of the related 
mathematical details are illustrated. 
Firstly, let us investigate the camera model used in their 
EKF. The camera model can be written mathematically as: 
Ui t CC?t 1 , � 
’ = ‘ ‘ ^ (2.11) . J + f 
The major difference between this model and the traditional 
one (i.e. the camera model defined by equation 1.2) is that the 
origin of this coordinate system is fixed at the image plane. 
To increase the algorithm stability, special modifications are 
made to the structure representation. In their EKF, one pa-
rameter XI is used to represent a 3D point feature X p in the 
pointwise structure such that: 
厂 n 「 n p 
X'i 
y? = + y Vi,i (2-12) 
？H [ • j [ F . 
Ui,i and Vi,i denote the image coordinates of the point in 
the first frame of the image sequence. In other words, each 3D 
point is expressed in terms of its position in the first image. 
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Since the filter that they used is a full covariance EKF, the 
pose and the structure parameters are encoded in a single state 
vector cj, which is written as: 
^ = [tx, ty, y , ijjx, i^Y, i>Z, , (2.13) 
Note that j is recovered instead of tz in the computation. 
The reason is that ^ does not degenerate at long focal length. 
^jjx, ipY and ipz are the incremental rotations around the x, y 
and z axis respectively at each time-step. 
A global rotation between the object coordinate frame and 
the current camera coordinate frame is kept by a unit quaternion 
defined as: 
QQ+Qi-Qs 2(^1^2 — _3) 2(gigs + ^092) 
R = 2(^ 152 + _3) - + 92 - 53 2(^ 2^ 3 - qoQl) (2.14) 
_ 2((M3 — _2) 2(^293 + goQi) Qo-Qi-qI + qI . 
go, qi, q2 and qs are the components of the unit quaternion 
q. The global quaternion can be updated from the incremental 
rotation as follows: 
— ( “ - T } * , 警 ， 字 ， 警 ） (2.15) 
T 二 (2.16) 
The dynamic model used in their EKF is an identity trans-
form plus Gaussian noise. With the model, the core Kalman 
filtering equations can be derived. Detailed discussions about 
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Kalman filtering and its implementation can be found in the 
appendix. 
In the computation, the state vector co is updated from frames 
to frames in the Kalman filtering cycles. The final object struc-
ture can be obtained by decoding cu after the last image mea-
surement. The pose sequence can also be obtained by recording 
the values of the global unit quaternion q at each time-step. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Model-based Pose Tracking 
Using Genetic Algorithms 
3.1 Introduction 
The objective of the pose tracking problem is to compute the 
pose of an object with respect to the images in a continuous 
sequence given the object's structure. This chapter aims to 
propose an approach to tackle the problem using genetic al-
gorithms. The importance of pose estimation in the structure 
and motion problem is that it is one of the two essential steps in 
the interleaved bundle adjustment scheme. With a better pose 
estimation algorithm, the recovered structure can reach a higher 
accuracy. The method proposed in this chapter is suitable for 
applications in any robust interleaved bundle adjustment algo-
rithms. 
The proposed model-based pose tracking algorithm is based 
on the work by Hati and Sengupta [21]. Real numbers are used 
to represent the object's pose in the chromosomes. The improve-
ment over the work in [21] is on incorporating a feature searching 
27 
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strategy into the algorithm. That means while searching for the 
pose of an object, the algorithm also searches for the set con-
taining the most reliable features among all the available model 
points in the process. To achieve this, indexes of the reliable fea-
ture points are encoded in the chromosomes. The chromosome 
now comprises two sections: 1) One section encodes the trans-
lation and rotation parameters 2) The other section encodes the 
indexes to the selected point features. The genetic operators are 
also modified to cope with this new encoding scheme. 
3.2 Overview of the Algorithm 
The implementation of the genetic algorithm follows the frame-
work of the conventional genetic algorithm methodology as de-
scribed in [20]. In addition, the concept of overlapping popula-
tion, as indicated in step 4 and 5 in the pseudo-code below, is 
adopted in creating the next generation of chromosomes. The 
population of the next generation consists of a certain portion 
of the chromosomes from the parent generation and some from 
their offsprings, in which the proportion is defined by the prob-
ability of replacement. The overview of the proposed genetic 
algorithm is outlined below: 
1 Generate a random population consisting of n chromosomes. 
2 Calculate the fitness value of each chromosome. 
3 Choose the parents from the current population using the 
roulette wheel proportionate selection for reproduction. 
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4 Create a temporary population of offsprings by the mutation 
or crossover of the parents according to the corresponding 
probabilities. 
5 Select, with the roulette wheel proportionate selection, the 
chromosomes into the next generation from the pool of the 
offsprings and current generation according to the proba-
bility of replacement. 
6 Repeat step 1) to step 5) until one or more of the following 
conditions has been reached: i) The fitness of the best chro-
mosome has reached a desired value, ii) It has no further 
improvements. Hi) The time limit exceeds. 
3.3 Chromosome Encoding 
The chromosomes of the proposed genetic algorithm consists of 
/c + 6 elements, where k is the number of selected point features. 
The chromosome vector b\ is defined as: 
= ( 4 , a y (3.1) 
(Ai 二 {a,l3i,tx,ty,t,� 
ali = ...,dk) 
The notation h\ refers to an individual chromosome at the 
ifh. generation. encodes the pose of an object. Its elements 
comprise the first section of the chromosome. The encoding 
of this section follows exactly the work of Hati and Sengupta 
described in [21]. Real number representation, together with an 
appropriate upper and lower, are adopted for each field in 
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The term a^ encodes the indexes of the feature points selected 
for pose estimation. Its elements comprise the second section of 
the chromosome. Each field in a!; stores the index to the selected 
model feature. Integer representation is adopted. The value k in 
the implementation is equal to y , where N is the total number of 
available point features. It means that the proposed approach 
attempts to find a set containing the half most reliable point 
features in the search and relies on them for pose estimation. 
3.4 The Genetic Operators 
3.4.1 Mutation 
The mutation operation of the first section a^ ^ and the second 
section a^ i of the chromosomes are defined differently due to 
their differences in their physical meanings. For the first section 
a Gaussian mutator, similar to that in [21], is adopted. 
a f = < + " ( M ) (3.2) 
U(Xi) is a Gaussian function which generates values with 
Gaussian distribution according to A ,^ which is the variance of 
a\. The mutation of the second section a^i is trivial. In this 
section, the genes of the parent are copied to its offspring. The 
content of this section is preserved in the mutation operation. 
= ( 3 . 3 ) 
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3.4.2 Crossover 
Similar to the mutation operation, the crossover operation of 
the first section and the second section a^ i of the chromo-
somes are different. For the first section, the Blend crossover 
20] is adopted. In Blend crossover, a new value between two 
chromosomes is generated based on the interval between the two 
parents. The offspring has the properties inherited from both of 
its parents. The Blend crossover can be expressed mathemati-
cally as: 
a'lf = H i + (1 - (3.4) 
/ is a real number that ranges within [0,1]. For the second 
section of the chromosome, the crossover is achieved by com-
bining two sections of chromosomes of the parents. To be more 
precise, the operation can be expressed mathematically as: 
二 i/Ui~,di2,.",dih,dj�h+i�,dj�h+2、，.",djk) (3.5) 
(Ai 二 (^dii,di2”",dik) 
= {dji,dj2,djk) 
h is an integer that ranges within [l,k]. This random number 
h defines the point of crossover of the two parent chromosomes. 
3.5 Fitness Evaluation 
To evaluate the fitness of each chromosome, the first section is 
decoded to get the pose represented by it. Then the second part 
a2i is decoded to get the 3D coordinates of the selected model 
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features. These selected model features are back-projected to 
the image plane with the pose decoded from a^ ^ to calculate the 
back-projection error (BE) as defined in equation 1.3. Since it 
is originally a minimization problem, the fitness calculation is 
needed to be changed. The fitness value of the chromosome i is 
equal to: 
EI(BE) 二 CGA - BE (3 .6 ) 
CGA is a constant chosen to be 10000. The problem is refor-
mulated to be a maximization problem as in the conventional 
genetic search problem. 
3.6 The Roulette Wheel Proportionate Se-
lection Scheme 
The roulette wheel proportionate selection scheme [20] is adopted 
for selecting the chromosomes from the current population to the 
mating pool for reproduction. The concept of roulette propor-
tionate wheel selection is simple. The chromosomes that have 
higher fitness values will have a higher probability to be selected. 
It simulates natural selection in the real world. To perform 
roulette wheel proportionate selection in the implementation, 
we need to further scale the fitness function to suit the purpose. 
This is achieved by applying a sigma-truncated scaling to the 
fitness value in equation 3.6. Mathematically, sigma truncation 
is defined as: 
e'i = e, - (e - C^^a) (3.7) 
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Parameters Values 
Population size 300 
Probability of mutation 0.4 
Probability of crossover 0.6 
Probability of replacement 0.7 
Number of selected features 50% of the model features 
Table 3.1: A table summarizes the parameters of the proposed genetic algo-
rithm 
e = - t e j (3.8) 
几j=i 
is the scaled fitness, e is the mean fitness of all the chro-
mosomes in the population, a is the standard deviation of the 
fitness of all chromosomes. C'qa is a real constant which can be 
chosen such that Cqj^c is a reasonable multiple of the population 
standard deviation. C'qj^ is equal to 3 in the implementation. 
If e- is negative, it is truncated to zero. With the scaled fit-
ness, then the probability of choosing the i仇 chromosome for 
reproduction is: 
- ^ (3.9) 
3.7 The Genetic Algorithm Parameters 
Table 3.1 summarizes the parameters used in the proposed ge-
netic algorithm. Note that the number of selected features in 
each chromosome can be adjusted freely according to the actual 
situation without deteriorating the quality of the solution. 
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3.8 Experiments and Results 
3.8.1 Synthetic Data Experiments 
This experiment aims to demonstrate the robustness of the pro-
posed genetic algorithm. Empirical comparisons with two other 
model-based pose estimation approaches, i.e. the genetic al-
gorithm by Hati and Sengupta [21] and the traditional Lowe's 
method in [41], are made under the presence of point mismatches 
and outliers. 
The specification of the object and camera is as follows. The 
object contains 300 random 3D feature points within a cube of 
volume of 0.13m^. It is centered at a place 0.33 meters away 
from the viewing camera. The camera has a focal length of 
6mm. The sensor of the camera is not perfect. It imposes a 2D 
zero mean Gaussian noise with standard deviation 0.1 pixels on 
the image captured. 
The object had a rate of rotation motion not more than 0.5 
degrees per frame around each axis and a rate of translation 
motion not more than 0.05 meters along each axis. Special con-
ditions such as point mismatches were added to each test. The 
test for each condition was repeated 10 times with independent 
data sets. 
Effects of Point Mismatches In a real situation, it is quite com-
mon that some features are mistracked, resulting in wrong point 
correspondences between the model points and the image points. 
This part is to simulate the problem in such a situation. The 
point mismatches were generated as follows. A number of point 
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pairs were selected randomly from the model features. Their 
correspondences with the points in the 2D image were swapped. 
The relationship between the pose errors and the number of 
point mismatches was studied. 
Figure 3.1 shows the effects of point mismatches to the pro-
posed genetic algorithm. You can see that the pose errors do 
not depend on the percentage of mismatches. When the feature 
mismatch percentage is low, say smaller than 20%, its overall 
performance remains unchanged. The plots in figure 3.2 show 
a direct comparison of the three methods under the presence of 
point mismatches. It is obvious that the proposed genetic al-
gorithm outperformed the other two methods. For the rotation 
error, it achieves an error below 0.5 degrees even for 20 percents 
of mismatches. The other two algorithms have error more than 
5 degrees for 20 percents of mismatches. For translation error, 
it has only 1mm error while the other two have errors more than 
1cm. You may also notice that the pose errors increase with the 
addition of the percentage of wrong correspondences for both 
the genetic algorithm by Hati and Sengupta [21] and Lowe's 
method [41]. Prom this experiment, we see that the proposed 
genetic algorithm was more robust under the presence of point 
mismatches than the other two algorithms. 
Effects of Outliers Occlusion and disocclusion of a point fea-
ture in the image sequence or extracting a point feature from a 
reflective surface by feature trackers may cause the presence of 
incorrect point features in the images. This results in an inac-
curate estimation of the object's pose. The relationship of the 
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Figure 3.1: Graphs showing the effects of point mismatches to the proposed 
genetic algorithm in this chapter. The left one shows the translation errors 
against the number of point mismatches. The solid line with markers 'X' 
is the average translation error. The dash dotted line, dotted line and the 
dash line are the errors of tx, ty and tz respectively. The right one shows the 
rotation errors. The solid line with markers 'X' is the average rotation error 
of the 3 angles. The dash line, the dotted line and dash dotted line are the 
errors of the Roll, Pitch and Yaw angle respectively. 
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Figure 3.2: Graphs showing the comparison of the accuracy among the three 
algorithms with the presence of point mismatches. The left plot shows the 
translation errors while the right one shows the rotation errors. The lines 
with markers 'X', ' 0 ' and '[]' are the results of proposed approach in this 
chapter, the GA by Hati and Sengupta and Lowe's method respectively. 
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Figure 3.3: Graphs showing the effects of outliers to the proposed genetic 
algorithm. The left one shows the translation errors against the percentage 
of outliers present. The solid line with markers 'X' is the average translation 
error. The dash dotted line, dotted line and the dash lines are the errors of 
亡a；，ty and tz respectively. The right one shows the rotation errors. The solid 
line with markers 'X' is the average rotation error of the 3 angles. The dash 
line, dotted line and dash dotted line and are the errors of the Roll, Pitch 
and Yaw angle respectively. 
pose error and the percentage of outliers present in the images 
was studied in this part. The outliers were generated by ran-
domly choosing a number of model features and a high level of 
random noise was added to their corresponding points in the 
images. The noise deviates randomly from the range within 100 
pixels along the x and y axis on the image plane. 
Figure 3.4 shows the effects of outliers to the proposed genetic 
algorithm. It is shown that it has a lower error in estimating 
both the rotation and translation parameters than the other 
two algorithms. Its average angular error falls below 0.5 degrees 
for different percentage of outliers but the errors of the other 
two methods are higher than 0.5 degrees even for 4 percents of 
outliers. The average translation error of the proposed genetic 
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Figure 3.4: Graphs showing the comparison of the accuracy among the three 
algorithms with the presence of outliers. The left plot shows the translation 
errors while the right one shows the rotation errors. The lines with markers 
'X', ' 0 ' and '[]，are the results of the approach proposed in this chapter, the 
GA by Hati and Sengupta and Lowe's method respectively. 
algorithm is below 1mm while the other two algorithms have 
errors more than 1mm. In addition, the estimation errors of the 
proposed genetic algorithm remain steady with the increase in 
the percentage of outliers. From this experiment, we can see 
that the proposed approach in this chapter outperformed the 
other two algorithms under the presence of outliers. 
3.8.2 Real Scene Experiments 
In this section, the proposed genetic algorithm was applied to 
real scene pose estimation and an augmented reality application. 
We make the following assumptions for this experiment. The 
model and approximate pose of the scene in a video sequence is 
recovered by structure from motion methods such as [33] [45 . 
Because of noise, and problems of local optima, the pose may 
not be too accurate. Thus, based on the structure found earlier, 
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the proposed genetic algorithm can be applied to find a more 
accurate pose sequence. This is used to guide us to place virtual 
objects into the scene. 
The procedure of the experiment is as follows. The test image 
sequence is taken by putting a paper box on a rotating turntable. 
Images were captured with a commercial web camera at a con-
stant time interval. The length of the sequence is 20 frames. 
Then, the KLT tracker described in [39] was used to extract 
feature points and track them in the image sequence. The 3D 
structure of the paper box was then acquired by using an inter-
leaved bundle adjustment algorithm described in the literature 
33]. After the acquisition of the 3D structure and point fea-
tures of the paper box, they were used by the genetic algorithm 
proposed in this chapter to track its pose in the image sequence. 
Then, the synthetic chair was placed on a plane using the pose 
sequence computed. 
The results of the experiment are shown in figure 3.5 and 
3.6. Figure 3.5 shows the pictures that a synthetic chair, which 
is drawn by wire-frames, was put on the top of the paper box 
using the proposed approach. You can see that in the video 
the motion of the virtual chair is consistent with the paper box. 
Figure 3.6 shows the recovered pose parameters of the paper 
box in the image sequence. The results are reasonable. You 
may notice that the lines for translation parameters are flat. 
This is due to the fact that the paper box was on a rotating 
turntable. 
• End of chapter. 
V 
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國圓 
Figure 3.5: Results of augmenting a virtual chair into the real scene using the 
proposed genetic algorithm. First row: The first and the last image (from 
left to right) in the original image sequence. Second row: The results of 
])iittiiig the synthetic chair into the image sequence. Demonstrations can be 
found at htt.p://www.cse.cuhk.edu.lik/�vision/demo/ 
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Figure 3.6: Graphs showing the pose parameters of the paper box recovered 
using the proposed genetic algorithm in the real scene experiment. The plot 
on the left shows the translation parameters recovered in meters. The lines 
with markers 'X', ' 0 ' and '[]' correspond to ty and tz respectively. The 
plot on the right shows the rotation parameters recovered in degrees. The 
lines with markers 'X', ' 0 ' and '[]' correspond to the Yaw, Pitch and Roll 
angle respectively. 
Chapter 4 
Recursive 3D Structure 
Acquisition Based on Kalman 
Filtering 
4.1 Introduction 
The problem of pose estimation discussed in the last chapter can 
be regarded as a constrained problem of structure and motion. 
To generalize the method, we have to move one step forward to 
recover both the structure and pose of an object simultaneously. 
The estimation of structure and motion involves the optimiza-
tion of a large number of parameters. The required computation 
resources would be huge, especially when genetic algorithms are 
used. This chapter aims to deal with the problem using real-
time recursive techniques. Thus, Kalman filtering is employed 
instead. In addition, the acquired structure is applied to recon-
struct 3D model with texture mapping. 
A two-step Kalman filter based algorithm, which is inspired 
by the methods of interleaved bundle adjustment [35], is pro-
42 
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posed in this chapter. In the algorithm, the pose and the struc-
ture of the object are computed sequentially in an interleaved 
sense. A set of extended Kalman filters (EKFs) similar to that 
of in [30] for structure updating is applied to refine the 3D posi-
tions of each feature. One EKF is used for computing the pose 
of the next frame with the previous structure estimates. The 
main advantage of this two-step approach over other similar re-
cursive approaches such as the work of [7] and [8] is that the 
state vectors involved are broken down into smaller ones. The 
increase in the number of point features causes a linear increase 
in the number of matrix entries needed to be handled. This two-
step algorithm saves a lot of computation when the number of 
features needed to be handled is large, which is quite common 
for the reconstruction of objects with full details. In addition to 
the gain in speed, the implementation can handle the structure 
from motion problem with changeable set of feature points using 
the KLT tracker [38] [39；. 
4.2 Overview of the Algorithm 
The proposed system can be divided into three parts: feature ex-
traction and tracking, model initialization, structure and pose 
updating. To make the presentation of the algorithm easy to 
understand, it is first assumed that all the features are observ-
able from the first to the last frame in the image sequence. The 
details of the extra treatments needed to handle occlusion and 
disocclusion of feature points are discussed in section 4.5. 
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4.2.1 Feature Extraction and Tracking 
The KLT tracker described in [38] [39] is used to extract feature 
points and track them from images to images. With KLT, fea-
tures are selected as described by Shi and Tomasi [4] and points 
between two frames are matched on a 2D basis. It is assumed 
that the problem of tracking has been solved and point matches 
from KLT are reliable enough for model reconstruction. 
4.2.2 Model Initialization 
The model initialization is achieved by assuming that the pro-
jection of the first image in the sequence is orthographic. Under 
this assumption, the depth of the object should be less than 1/3 
distance between the object and the camera in the first frame. 
Perspective projection is assumed for image formation process 
in the remaining frames so that the algorithm can deal with 
perspective images. The orthographic projection is expressed 
mathematically as: 
/ \ / r \ 
(4.1) 
V / 之—[yC^ ) 
Zinit is the distance between the object and camera center. 
It is a parameter given by the user of the system and can be 
approximated easily. Please refer to section 1.2 on page 3 for 
the definitions of the notations Vi，^，x^ i and To obtain 
the initial model, features in the first image are back-projected 
from the image plane to the camera coordinate frame according 
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to equation 4.1. The resulting initial structure is a planar model 
located at a distance Zinu from the camera. 
The i-th frame is not the last frame.  
Increment i by 1. 
Ste 1 Step 2 ‘、 
Feature extraction Model , Structure updating ^ , 
」 , . ‘ ， . . I . , Pose estimation ^ , , ‘ The final 
and tracking Initialization * ^ . . .u ^ 如 using N EKFs with , , 
. 。 . ， for the 1 frame . • 3D model 
using KLT Set 1=2 . thei '" image as the 
using an EK.r 
measurement 
The last frame is reached 
Figure 4.1: The flowchart of the two-step Kalman filter based algorithm. 
4.2.3 Structure and Pose Updating 
After the planar model is initialized, the model and its pose are 
updated with the extended Kalman filters. Figure 4.1 shows the 
flow of the algorithm. 
The initial model and the second image are fed into the first 
step for pose estimation. An EKF similar to that of described 
in [32] is adopted. The pose of the object with respect to the 
second image is estimated with a calculation of the prediction 
and update equations of the EKF. The newly recovered pose and 
the input image are passed to the second step of the algorithm 
for structure updating. 
The second step consists of a set of N EKFs. Each EKF 
corresponds to each coordinate point in the reconstructed 3D 
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model. N EKFs are needed for a model of N feature points. 
With the observations and the pose recovered for the current 
image frame, the coordinates of each feature point are updated 
accordingly. The algorithm alternates between the step 1 and 2 
until all images in the sequence are used. 
4.3 Structure Updating 
With the latest pose and image of the object, the coordinates 
of the feature point in the 3D structure can be refined. The 
refinement of model structure in the algorithm is achieved by 
extended Kalman filter (EKF). Harris and Pike [1] used Iter-
ated Extended Kalman Filter (lEKF) for the reconstruction of 
Euclidean structure from motion. Beardsley and Zisserman [30 
repeated and applied it within a projective framework. Both 
systems show that Kalman filtering is useful for integrating in-
formation of a 3D structure from image measurements over time. 
The proposed algorithm follows the formulation of Beardsley 
and Zisserman [30] but with some modifications. 
Here EKF is used instead of lEKF as in [30] and [1]. The 
main reason is that the improvements of using lEKF instead of 
EKF are marginal. Using EKF can minimize the computation 
of the algorithm. 
The following is the formulation of the EKF for structure 
updating. For N model points, N EKFs are needed for the 
structure update. The notation X ^ represents the i仇 point at 
A 
the tt丨I time-step in the object coordinate frame. X^.t-i and 
Xi^ t,t are the positions of point X ^ after the prediction and 
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update respectively. 
We first define the dynamic model of a 3D point. The state 
transition equation for a model point can be written as: 
Xi,t = + (4.2) 
7t is the zero mean Gaussian noise with covariance Qt. The 
observation equation is: 
ei,t = ht{Xi) + vt (4.3) 
Vt is the zero mean Gaussian noise with covariance Rt. ei,t 
is the real measurement from the image sequence. ht{Xi) is the 
projection function of the system. 
r 1 了 
ht{Xi) = f 多 多 （4.4) 
X ^ is obtained from the equation 1.1 by substituting X f 
by Xi. The extended Kalman filter first provides an optimal 
estimate of the state at the next sample time in accordance 
with the following equations: 
文i,t,t-l = (4.5) 
\t,t-i = \t-i,t-i + Qt (4.6) 
They are known as the prediction equations.八 is the 3 x 3 
covariance matrix of X. Here a noise covariance Qt of jt is 
added. is a 3 x 3 diagonal matrix. In normal situations, only 
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the entry corresponds to the z coordinates of the 3D point is set 
to non-zero. The reason is that the initial guess of the structure 
is a planar object. The z coordinate of the structure is rough 
and a model noise is needed to reflect the actual situation. 
Followed by the state prediction, the filter improves the pre-
vious estimate using the measurements acquired as: 
文iAt = At,t-i + W(Q,t-ht(Xi,t,t-i)) (4.7) 
Ai,t,t = \t,t-i — WWhxAi,t,t-i (4.8) 
They are known as the update equations. W is known as the 
3 x 2 Kalman gain matrix of the filter. 
W = \ t , t - i V h ^ ( V h x \t , t - i Vh^ + R t ) ' ' (4.9) 
Rt is the measurement noise covariance matrix. It is a tuning 
parameter and is set according to the quality of the images. It 
can also be acquired during the process of camera calibration. 
V h x is the Jacobian of the non-linear projection function ht{Xi) 
A  
evaluated at Xi^t,t-i- V/ ix can be written as: 
饥 x = 響 . (4.10) 
In this way, the coordinates of the model points can be up-
dated accordingly with the measurements from the image se-
quence. 
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4.4 Pose Estimation 
With the newly refined model and the image of the next frame, 
the pose of the object with respect to the next image in the 
sequence can be estimated. Lippiello et al [32] used EKF for pose 
estimation of a known CAD model with stereo image sequence. 
The work of [31] improves the previous one with a feature pre-
selection scheme using BSP tree. We follow the method in [32: 
but adopt it for a single camera view image sequence. A simple 
feature selection scheme is used to improve the accuracy and 
convergence of the algorithm. 
Similar to the Kalman filter for structure updating, we have 
first to consider the dynamic model that describes the motion of 
the object, w is the state of the system and is defined as follows: 
W = [tj： 4 ty ty u a a P $ J ^ \ (4.11) 
tx, ty, and tz are the translation parameters of the object 
along the oc, y and z axis respectively, tx, ty and tz are their 
corresponding velocities, a, (3 and 7 are respectively the Yaw, 
Pitch and Roll angle. Their corresponding angular velocities are 
d, (5 and 7. Tg is used to denote the duration over the sample 
period. Over the sample period, both the velocities and the 
angular velocities are assumed constant. 
The state transition equation for the model is written as: 
wt = Awt-i + it (4.12) 
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yj. is the zero mean Gaussian noise with covariance QJ for the 
system. A is known as the state transition matrix. It is a 12 x 12 
block diagonal defined as follows: 
/ r n r -I s 
1 Ts 1 Ts 
A = diag ,...， ( 4 . 1 3 ) 
0 1 0 1 
\ L J L- -J ‘  
The observation equation is: 
e[ = gt{wt) + v[ (4.14) 
v[ is the zero mean Gaussian noise with covariance R[ for the 
measurement model, ej is a /c x 1 column vector representing 
the real measurements from the image sequence for k selected 
feature points in the object, gtim) is the projection function 
defined as: 
rp 
9t{u^t) 麥 … 多 多 … 參 參 1 (4.15) 
Similar to ht{Xi), Xf^ ^ is obtained from the equation 1.1 by 
substituting X ? by Xi. The rotation matrix Rt and translation 
vector Tt are evaluated with the parameters of the column vector 
Wt. 
In the system, not all the feature points extracted by the 
tracker are passed to the extended Kalman filter for pose pre-
diction and update. It relies on the most accurate portion of 
model points. In the implementation, a fixed portion of fea-
ture points is chosen. The model points are chosen based on 
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how much they are updated in the step of structure refinement. 
Those points that are steady and have a high tendency to remain 
at the same 3D coordinates are regarded as reliable. The reason 
is obvious because they are accurate enough and less update is 
needed. 
Here are the four core Kalman filter equations for pose es-
timation. The prediction equations for calculating the optimal 
estimates are: 
wt,t-i = Awt-i,t-i (4.16) 
Pt,t-i = APt-i,t-iA^ + Q； (4.17) 
The update equations for the corrections of estimates are: 
wt,t = wt,t-i + K(ei-gt(wt,t - i ) ) (4.18) 
Pt,t = Pt,t-i - KVg^Pt,t-i (4.19) 
Wt^ t-i and Wt^ t are the states of Wt after the prediction and 
update respectively. Pt^t-i and Pt,t are 12 x 12 matrices and 
they are respectively the covariance of Wt^ t-i and Wt,t- K is the 
12 X 2k Kalman gain matrix for the filter. 
K = Pt,t—iVgliVg^Pt,t—iVgl + (4.20) 
VQU) is the Jacobian of the non-linear observation equation 
gt{wt) evaluated at Wt^ t-i-
dgtjwt) , � 
ygw 二 (4.21) 
dwt -
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The pose of the model to the next frame is estimated with the 
Kalman filtering equations. The pose and the image of the next 
frame are passed to the filters as described in the last section 
for structure refinement until all the frames are utilized. 
4.5 Handling of the Changeable Set of Fea-
ture Points 
Since there is a relative motion between the camera and the 
scene, features of the scene appear and disappear throughout 
the image sequence. It is quite seldom that a feature can sur-
vive from the first to the last frame. The set of “ active" feature 
points is changing from time to time due to occlusion and disoc-
clusion. The literature in [8] and [11] do not address the prob-
lem of changeable active feature set. The paper in [7] proposes 
a solution to handle occlusion and disocclusion of feature points 
in their implementation. For disappearing of point features, 
the authors just remove the related entries of those disappeared 
points from the main filter. For appearing of new point features, 
they first apply a subfilter, which is an EKF, to reconstruct the 
initial condition of the new feature. Then the related entries of 
the new feature are inserted back to the main filter. 
Extra treatments are needed in the steps of feature tracking, 
model initialization and structure recovery to deal with change-
able feature set in the proposed two-step algorithm. In the pro-
cess of feature tracking, the whole image sequence is divided into 
a number of sections. For each section, a number of frames near 
the end of that section are overlapped with the frames at the 
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beginning of the succeeding section. The KLT tracker in [39], 
with feature replacement mechanism, is applied to each section 
independently. The main reason of applying the tracker in such 
a way is that some features may stick to the "boundary" of the 
object even the features disappear. In other words, the tracker 
is unable to release those old features even they go out of the 
camera view. Cutting the image sequence into sections forces 
the tracker to release obsolete features after a finite time limit. 
This step is important in the implementation since this results 
in a wrong point correspondence between the 2D image and the 
3D model. 
New model points in the structure are initialized when new 
point features appear in the image sequence. This is done by 
assuming the projection of that point on its first appeared image 
frame is orthographic. The initial position, expressed in camera 
coordinate frame, is computed according to equation 4.1. The 
coordinates are then transformed back to the object coordinate 
frame by equation 1.1. After the initialization of the 3D position, 
a new extended Kalman filter is set up for updating its position 
with the measurements in the succeeding frames. In addition, 
this new point is added to the pool ready to be selected for pose 
estimation. No special modification is needed for the extended 
Kalman filter for pose estimation. 
When a point feature vanishes from the image sequence, the 
Kalman filter that corresponds to the point is removed. The 3D 
position of that feature will no longer be updated. The index of 
that feature is also marked invalid for pose estimation since no 
related measurements in future time-steps can be used for find-
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ing the pose of the object. The treatments for handling change-
able feature set are simple in the proposed algorithm compared 
to the procedure in [7]. The reason is that a large single filter to 
handle the whole 3D structure is broken into smaller ones, one 
filter for each model point. 
4.6 Analytical Comparisons with Other Al-
gorithms 
4.6.1 Comparisons with the Interleaved Bundle Ad-
justment Method 
Computation Efficiency 
The main advantage of the Kalman filter based recursive ap-
proach is the gain in speed and scalability. The 3D model is 
reconstructed by scanning through it once along the time-step 
sequentially. The interleaved bundle adjustment approach needs 
roughly tens iterations, i.e. scanning the image sequence 10 
times, for the reconstruction. For the proposed 2-step EKF, 
an extra view of the object can be handled naturally by cal-
culating the prediction and update equations for both the pose 
and structure only for that new measurement. However, the in-
terleaved bundle adjustment method needs to re-compute from 
the first frame to the latest frame for a several iterations. The 
proposed recursive approach is much more effective in handling 
extra measurement information. 
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Algorithm Stability 
Another advantage of the Kalman filter based method is that it 
has a better convergence rate in handling long sequences with 
large object motion, say a total of 90 degrees rotation along one 
of the axes. Consider the rotation of the object between the first 
and the last frame. In the first pass and the first iteration of the 
interleaved bundle adjustment method, the initial model is used 
to estimate the pose of the object with respect the last frame. 
This results in a large pose estimation error and eventually leads 
the computation in the second pass of the interleaved bundle 
adjustment to diverge. For the proposed recursive approach, 
the model is updated incrementally from frames to frames, the 
most up-to-date model is used for pose estimation. The problem 
of using an inaccurate model to compute the pose is eliminated. 
Accuracy of the Solutions 
Dynamic systems have been incorporated into the EKF for pose 
tracking in the proposed 2-step EKF. It means that the tempo-
ral relations of the six pose parameters in the pose sequence have 
been exploited to filter off the measurement noise present in the 
pose tracking process. On the other hand, the computation of 
the camera pose of each frame is independent in the traditional 
interleaved bundle adjustment method. The recovered pose of a 
single frame may deviate too much from the preceding or suc-
ceeding frames, which is probably due to the errors in feature 
tracking and extraction. The proposed approach is able to avoid 
such an error by relying on the dynamic system defined and ig-
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noring those noisy measurements within the Kalman filtering 
framework. 
4.6.2 Comparisons with the EKF by Azarbayejani and 
Pentland 
Algorithm Complexity 
The major difference between the proposed 2-step EKF and the 
EKF by Azarbayejani and Pentland in [8] is that the structure 
refinement and pose estimation is broken down into two steps 
and each correspondence point in the structure is decoupled. In 
the 2-step EKF, there are one 12x1 state vector for pose estima-
tion plus TV 3 X 1 state vectors for structure updating, where N is 
the total number of available features. This respectively results 
in one 12 x 12 and N 3 x 3 state covariance matrices. Since the 
number of measurements involved in the pose estimation step is 
fixed, both the storage and computation complexity are 0{N). 
For the EKF described in [8], the pose and structure are en-
coded in a single state vector. The size of the state covariance 
matrices is {N + 7) x (TV + 7). The storage and computation 
complexity are 0{N'^) and 0{N^) respectively. The proposed 
modification is actually a tradeoff between speed and accuracy. 
However, experimental results show that the loss in accuracy 
is little and acceptable in real applications. Moreover, the re-
duction in complexity is useful for real-time robotics application 
since the computation resources in micro-controllers are tight. 
Also, the 2-step EKF is ready to be implemented on distributed 
micro-processing system. The set of N EKFs used for structure 
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updating can be run in parallel in a set of N micro-processors 
in a robotic system to speed up the computation. 
The Problem of Scaling 
Another advantage of the proposed algorithm is that the exact 
model can be reconstructed given the alignment of translation 
T � b e t w e e n the object coordinate frame and camera coordi-
nate frame. The EKF by Azarbayejani and Pentland is subject 
to severe scaling problem even T � i s given in the reconstruc-
tion process. This is due to the nature of the structure model 
adopted in the filter. A small deviation in the estimation of the 
z coordinates of the point features causes a large change in the 
scale of the object. The problem can be fixed by giving the EKF 
the real 3D coordinates of one of the feature points and setting 
their corresponding entries in the state covariance matrix zero. 
4.7 Experiments and Results 
4.7.1 Synthetic Data Experiments 
This experiment is to test the performance of the proposed 2-
step EKF. The specification of the synthetic object and camera 
settings is the same as that in section 3.8.1 on page 34. 
To make the synthetic sequences contain motion discontinu-
ities, the motion of the object was divided into three different 
segments, a pure translation section, a pure rotation section and 
a general motion section. The sequence of occurrence of the sec-
tions was by random. The motion parameters were generated 
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The proposed 2-step EKF 
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Figure 4.2: The image residual error versus C P U time for the proposed 2-step 
E K F . 
randomly from 0.05 to 0.15 degrees per frame for Yaw, Pitch, 
Row angle and 0.0005 to 0.0015 meters per frame for tx, ty and 
tz. The length of each synthetic sequence is 99 frames. A total 
of 20 independent tests were carried out. 
Figure 4.2 shows the time for the proposed algorithm to opti-
mize the image residual error of the back-projected model. The 
algorithm minimizes the residual error in a short period of time 
and finishes the processing of the 99-frame sequence in 41 sec-
onds. One average, it takes 0.42 seconds to process an extra 
image. 
4.7.2 Real Scene Experiments 
In this experiment, the proposed algorithm was applied to ac-
quire the 3D structures of three real scenes from three test im-
age sequences. With the structures, the 3D models with texture 
mapping were built. The resultant objects were output in the 
form of VRML files. 
The three test sequences are the paper box sequence, the 
house model sequence and the laboratory scene sequence. The 
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method of taking the first two image sequences is the same 
as that in section 3.8.2. The objects were put on a rotating 
turntable and images were taken with a commercial web camera 
at a constant time interval. The lengths of the paper box and 
the house sequence are 200 and 80 frames respectively. For the 
third image sequence, it was taken while translating the camera 
sideway on a rig. The length of the laboratory sequence is 100 
frames. 
Figure 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 are the results of the experiment. The 
360° view of the paper box model was successfully reconstructed 
from its 2D images. The total number of point features present 
in the model is about 500. The quality is good in general. How-
ever, you may notice that there is a presence of outlying model 
features in the recovered model, resulting in flaws in some part 
of the model. The outlying model features are mainly due to 
point mismatches that arise from the process of feature tracking 
by the KLT tracker [39]. For the recovered house and laboratory 
scene model, the total number of model features in each scene 
is more than a double to that of the paper box model, i.e. at 
least 1000 for each model. More geometric details are revealed 
in the reconstructed model in these cases. This demonstrates 
that the proposed 2-step EKF is able to handle complex scene 
reconstruction within a reasonable time limit. More results can 
be found at http://www.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/�vision/demo/ 
• End of chapter. 
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Figure 4.3： The reconstruction results of the paper box on the turntable. 
First, row: The first and the 100^ '' image of the paper box. Second and 
the third row: The reconstructed 3D paper box model viewed in a V R M L 
browser. Here are the two views with texture mapping (the left one) and 
their wire-frames (the right one). Note that, the total length of the image 
sequence is 200. Deinoristrat.ioiis can be found at http://www.cse.cuhk.-
edu.hk/〜vision/demo/ 
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Figure 4.4: The reconstruction results of the house model on the turntable. 
First, row: The first, and the last (80''') image of the house model sequence. 
Second and the third row: The reconstructed 3D house model viewed in a 
V R M L browser. Here are the two views with texture mapping (the left one) 
and their wire-frames (the right, one). 
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Figure 4.5: The reconstruction results of the laboratory scene. First row: 
The first, and the last (100认)image of the laboratory sequence. Second and 
the third row: The reconstructed 3D laboratory scene viewed in a V R M L 
browser. Here are the two views witli texture mapping (the left one) and 
t.lieir wire-frames (tlie right one). 
Chapter 5 
Simultaneous Pose Tracking 
and Structure Acquisition 
Using the Interacting Multiple 
Model 
5.1 Introduction 
Although the reconstructed 3D models shown in the last chap-
ter are of good qualities, the pose and structure error still exist 
under certain camera motions. The reason is that one dynamic 
system is assumed in the previously proposed method, thus it 
favours only one camera motion, i.e. constant velocity, in the 
pose tracking process. Real image sequences sometimes contain 
motion discontinuity. Thus, the previous assumption may not 
be true, resulting in inaccuracy of the 2-step extended Kalman 
filter (2-step EKF). In this chapter, the objective is to improve 
the accuracy of the tracked pose sequence in the process of recov-
ering the structure and motion. At the same time, the required 
63 
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computation time is kept to a minimum. 
The Interacting Multiple Model based (IMM-based) structure 
and motion (SAM) algorithm is proposed in this chapter. In 
short, the Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) algorithm [46] is a 
suboptimal hybrid state filter. It has been widely used as a tool 
for tracking maneuvering targets in RADAR [50] and vision-
based systems [47] [48]. There is no existing work that uses 
IMM to deal with the SAM problem directly. 
The idea of applying IMM algorithm to the SAM problem 
is inspired by the fact that inaccuracy due to the ambiguities 
can be minimized if prior information about the structure or 
motion is utilized, which is well-known and has been reported 
by Szeliski and Kang in [26]. In the pose estimation step of the 
algorithm, three EKFs, each describes a unique motion dynam-
ics, embedded within the IMM framework are adopted. They 
represent those frequently occurring camera motions in real sit-
uations. Intuitively, the IMM provides a mechanism to "select" 
suitable filters automatically in order to set constraints on the 
camera's motion once prior information is available. With these 
constraints, the total number of parameters to be estimated is 
reduced and the accuracy of the recovered pose and structure 
can be improved. In addition, the problem of motion discon-
tinuity in real images can be handled properly with the IMM 
framework. 
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Figure 5.1: The flowchart of the proposed IMM-based approach 
5.2 Overview of the Algorithm 
The algorithm proposed is this chapter is an extension of the 
2-step approach in chapter 4. The framework of these two ap-
proaches are similar. For completeness of the algorithm descrip-
tion, some of the implementation details are repeated in this 
chapter. 
To make the presentation of the algorithm clear, it is first 
assumed that all the features are observable from the first to 
the last frame in the image sequence. The details of the extra 
treatments needed to handle the changeable set of feature points 
are discussed in section 5.5. 
5.2.1 Feature Extraction and Tracking 
The KLT tracker described in [39] is used to extract feature 
points and track them from images to images. In our work, it is 
assumed that the problem of tracking has been solved. 
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5.2.2 Model Initialization 
The model initialization is achieved by assuming that the pro-
jection of the first image in the sequence is orthographic. Per-
spective projection is assumed for image formation process in 
the remaining frames. The orthographic projection is expressed 
mathematically as: 
/ \ . / r \ 
� 1 = - L i ( 5 . 1 ) 
V / 之―2/7�1 
Zinit is the distance between the object and camera center. 
Please refer to section 1.2 on page 3 for the definitions of the 
notations t>i’i, xf i and yf�!. To obtain the initial model, 
features in the first image are back-projected from the image 
plane to the camera coordinate frame according to equation 5.1. 
5.2.3 Structure and Pose Updating 
The initial model and the second image are fed into the first step 
of the main loop for pose estimation. Three extended Kalman 
filters (EKFs), each represents a unique motion dynamics, are 
adopted. These three filters interact with one another using the 
Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) [46]. The recovered pose is a 
mixture of output of the three filters. It is passed to the second 
step for structure updating. 
The second step consists of a set of N EKFs. Each EKF cor-
responds to one coordinate point in the recovered 3D structure. 
With the observations and the pose recovered for the current 
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image frame, the coordinates of each feature point are updated 
accordingly. The algorithm alternates between the step 1 and 2 
until all images in the sequence are used. 
5.3 Pose Estimation 
The pose estimation step consists of three extended Kalman fil-
ters (EKFs) embedded within the Interacting Multiple Model 
(IMM). Each of the three EKFs describes a frequently occur-
ring motion dynamics in real situations. The IMM algorithm 
provides a probability framework for filter switching. We first 
see how the IMM algorithm works and then discuss the formu-
lations of the three EKFs. 
5.3.1 The Interacting Multiple Model Algorithm 
The IMM algorithm is a sub-optimal filter originally proposed 
by Blom [49]. It is regarded as one of most cost-effective hybrid 
state estimation schemes. It achieves an excellent compromise 
between performance and complexity. There are several vari-
ations of the IMM algorithm. The Sojourn Time Dependent 
Markov based (STDM-based) IMM estimator, the Interacting 
Multiple Bias Model (IMBM) algorithm and the Selected Filter 
Interacting Multiple Model (SFIMM) are some of the examples. 
They have been discussed extensively in [46]. The algorithm 
adopted in the system is the baseline IMM in [46:. 
The basic IMM algorithm consists of several steps, which can 
be visualized in figure 5.2. Firstly, the likelihood of each filter 
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Step 1:Pose estimation 
Filtering 
Interaction (equation 5.17-5.20) • Combination 
(Equation 5.2-5.4) • ii ii (Equation 5.5-5.9) 
TMF GMF RMF 
Figure 5.2: The flowchart of the baseline I M M algorithm. The terms T M F , 
G M F and R M F are respectively the short forms of the pure translation mo-
tion filter, the general motion filter and the pure rotation motion filter. The 
exact definitions can be found in section 5.3.2. 
Ut{m) is updated according to the 3 x 3 switching matrix J: 
ul{m) = Y^J{mn)ut{n) (5.2) 
n 
m and n are integers. In the implementation, the initial likeli-
hood of the filters is equal. The switching matrix is set by assum-
ing that the model under reconstruction continues with a single 
motion for an extended period of time with occasional transition 
to another motion model. The diagonal entries of J(m'm') ^ 1 
with off-diagonal entries J(m'n') = (1 - J(m'm'))/2. Figure 5.3 
shows the switching process of the three EKFs in the system. 
Secondly, the state estimates and their corresponding covari-
ances of the previous time-step are mixed: 
二 I J(mn)ut(ji)wt-i,t-i(n) (5.3) 
普 i ( m ) 二 ^ Z J ( m n W n ) 
(Pt-i^t-i(n) + lwt-i,t-i(n) - wt-i,t-i(m)' 
wt-i,t-i(n) - wt - i , t - i (m) f ) (5.4) 
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Figure 5.3: The I M M model switching process. 
and 尸二丄，艺一i(m) are then passed to the EKFs, 
which are described in the next section, for prediction and smooth-
ing with the measurements in the current time-step . The out-
puts of the prediction phase are iD力’力-i(m) and Pt,t-i(jri) while 
the outputs of the smoothing phase are Wt,t{m) and Pt,t{'m). 
After the Kalman filtering cycle, the likelihood of each filter 
is updated with regard to the innovation vector Vt{m) and its 
corresponding residual covariance St{m) of the filer: 
u;{m)exp [-\v'[{m)Sf\m)vt{m)] 
ut[m) = K ^ , . 1/2 (5.5) 
vt(m) = e'^-gt {wt,t-i{m)) (5.6) 
St{m) = Vg.uA,t-i[m)Vgl + R't (5.7) 
AC is a normalization factor such that IlmUt{m) = 1. Ut(m) is 
computed according to an A/-dimension zero-mean normal dis-
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tribution function. Detailed explanations for the computation 
of St{m) and Vt{m) can be found in section 5.3.2. In the system, 
a random sample of model features, having a size of A/, is cho-
sen to compute the innovation vectors and residual covariances 
for the calculation of the above normal distribution function. 
Experimentally, k' can be any values not larger than 10. The 
reason is that the dimension of the function would be extremely 
high if all the feature points are considered, resulting in a phe-
nomenon that ut{m) becomes zero even Vt{m) deviates a little 
from zero. This causes the IMM algorithm to degenerate once 
the likelihood of all filters becomes zero. Setting such a limit can 
prevent the degeneracy and in addition reduces the computation 
complexity. 
Lastly, the usable output state vector w^ and covariance ma-
trix Pt^t at time-step t are generated with the following equa-
tions: 
wt^ t = J2ut{rn)ilHArn) (5.8) 
m 
Pt,t 二 Eut{m) (PtArn) + [wt,tM -众t,t: 
m 
wtAm)-你， t f ) (5.9) 
The final output of the system is a linear sum of the smoothed 
state and covariance estimates of each filter weighted by the 
corresponding updated filter likelihood. 
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5.3.2 Design of the Individual EKFs 
The three EKFs describing three different motion dynamics are 
defined as follows: 
The General Motion Filter (GMF): GMF is designed to han-
dle arbitrary object motion with unrestricted rotation and 
translation. Constant velocity is assumed for the GMF. 
The Pure Translation Motion Filter (TMF): TMF is de-
signed for tracking the objects with zero rotation motion. 
The Pure Rotation Motion Filter (RMF): RMF is dedi-
cated to tackle the objects with pure rotation around the 
以-axis (i.e. non-zero pitch angle). 
The state vector w is common for all the filters: 
r 
切=[to； tx ty ty t, i, a a P P -f (5.10) 
tx, ty, and tz are the translation parameters of the object 
along the x, y and z axis respectively, tx, ty and tz are their 
corresponding velocities, a, j3 and 7 are respectively the Yaw, 
Pitch and Roll angle with a, $ and 7 as their corresponding an-
gular velocities. The state transition and measurement equation 
for the filters are: 
Wt = Awt-i + (5.11) 
4 = 9t(wt)+v^ (5.12) 
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gtiwt) = 麥 … 多 多 … 多 昏 r (5.13) 
jj. and v^  are zero mean Gaussian noise, ej is an A: x 1 column 
vector representing the selected real measurements from the im-
ages. The model points are chosen based on how much they 
are updated in the step of structure refinement. Those points 
that are steady and have a high tendency to remain at the same 
3D coordinates are used. gt{wt) is the k x 1-output projection 
function. The rotation matrix Rt and translation vector Tt are 
evaluated with the parameters of the column vector wt- v4 is a 
12 X 12 block diagonal state transition matrix. A is different for 
the 3 EKFs and is defined as follows: 
For the G M F : 
, , i f f 1 T J [ 1 T J [ 1 Ts ' 
^ = AGMF = diag 
[ 0 1 J [ 0 1 J [ 0 1 
叫 卜 叫 h ^ q i (5.14) 
0 1 J [ 0 1 J [ 0 1 J 
For the T M F : 
. \ \ 1 Ts]\ 1 T J [ 1 Ts 
A = ATMF — diag 
[ o 1 J [ 0 1 J [ 0 1 
1 0 1 [ 1 0 1 [ 1 0 1 , \ 
(5.15) 
0 0 J [ 0 0 J [ 0 0 J 
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For the RMF: 
[ [ 1 0 1 [ 1 0 1 I" 1 0 
A = ARMF = dmg 
[ 0 0 J [ 0 0 J [ 0 0 
1 0 ] [ 1 T J h 0 V � 
(5.16) 
0 0 J [ 0 1 J [_ 0 0 J ^ 
From the above dynamic systems, the four core Kalman fil-
tering equations for pose estimation can be derived: 
m.t-i = Awt-i^t-i (5.17) 
PT,T-I = APT-.I,T-IA^ + Q[ (5.18) 
= 众 t’t-i + — gt{wt,t-i)) (5.19) 
PT,T = PT,T-I — KVG^PT,T-I (5.20) 
K = P t � t — i V g : { V g 4 i V g : + (5.21) 
wt,t-i and wt^ t are the states of Wt after the prediction and 
update respectively. Pt^t-i and Pt^ t are 12 x 12 matrices. They 
are respectively the covariances of Wt^ t-i and Wt^ t- K is the 
12 X 2k Kalman gain matrix for the filter. VQW is the Jacobian 
of the non-linear observation equation gt{wt) evaluated at Wt,t-i-
With the IMM algorithm and three EKFs, the pose of the model 
can be estimated. 
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5.4 Structure Updating 
Similar to the 2-step EKF in chapter 4, the structure updating 
step consists of N identical extended Kalman filters (EKFs), 
each corresponds to one model point in the 3D space. The dy-
namic model of a 3D point and its measurement equation are: 
X I , 二 ( 5 . 2 2 ) 
e^ = ht{Xl) + Vt (5.23) 
M X D = ！ i f (5.24) 
jt and vt are the zero mean Gaussian noise. ei,t is the real 
measurement from the image sequence. ht{X-) is the projection 
function. X厂力 is obtained by substituting values into equation 
5.25 and 1.1. X- is a scalar that represents a model point: 
r n r "1 r -
xf Ui^l 
x f + yf =灼.，1 + 爭 (5.25) 
4 0 f 
_ J L> 」 • 
Each model point is represented by a single parameter. Such 
a representation is made under the assumption that the mea-
surements acquired by the camera are non-biased. This is valid 
for most of the modern high-resolution image capturing devices. 
Intuitively, the 3D coordinates of the points are expressed in 
terms of the first images that the features appear. This measure 
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reduces the computation time required for the EKFs and at the 
same time maintains the rigidity of the object. Also, the com-
putation is over-determined at every frame when the number of 
features is larger than 7, resulting in a better convergence and 
stability of the filter. Detailed discussion about the advantages 
arising from this structure representation and the method to 
handle biased measurement can be found in [8 . 
With the dynamic model, the required EKFs can be derived. 
The prediction equations are as follows: 
X\t,t-i = X'i,t-i,t-i (5.26) 
八 i,t,t-i = \t-i,t-i + Qt (5.27) 
Ai,t,t_i is the variance of Qt is the variance of the 
noise term which is a scalar. The reason for incorporating 
a noise term having a considerable value into a static structure 
is that our initial structure is a planar model. Adjustment of 
the depth of the recovered object is necessary. The the update 
equations of the EKF are: 
XU,t,t = + (5.28) 
AiU = \t,t-i - WVhx (5.29) 
= Ai,t,t-1 v / i j + Rt)-' (5.30) 
W is known as the 1 x 2 Kalman gain matrix of the filter. 
Rt is Si 2 X 2 measurement noise covariance matrix. Vhx is the 
Jacobian of the non-linear projection function ht{X'^ evaluated 
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A 
at After the Kalman filtering cycle, the updated esti-
mate is computed. The actual 3D structure is obtained 
by transforming X- back to the object coordinate frame using 
equation 5.25. 
5.5 Handling of the Changeable Set of Fea-
ture Points 
The set of，，active" feature points is changing due to occlusion 
and disocclusion. Extra treatments are needed in each step of 
the pose tracking and structure acquisition process. In feature 
tracking, the whole image sequence is divided into a number of 
sections. For each section, a number of frames near the end of 
that section are overlapped with the frames at the beginning of 
the succeeding section. The KLT tracker in [39], with feature re-
placement mechanism, is applied to each section independently. 
This procedure is exactly the same as that described in section • 
4.5. 
New model points in the structure are initialized when new 
point features appear in the image sequence. This is obtained 
by assuming the projection of that point on its first appeared 
image, say at frame ta, is orthographic. The initial position, 
expressed in camera coordinate frame, is computed according to 
equation 5.1. This is equivalent to setting parameter X- equal 
to tz,ta in our structure representation, t^ t^a is a term in the 
’ a r ’ " 
translation vector Tt such that = t^ t^a ty^ ta . The 
structure parameter for that point is now expressed in terms of 
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its image coordinates at time-step ta. The relationship between 
the structure parameter X[ and its coordinates in the object 
frame is: 
‘ / r 1 � 1 � � 
Ui,ta ,叫 , i a 
对 = 叫 � � + y V 认 - t A (5.31) 
AM MJ ‘ 
A new EKF, as described in section 5.4, is set up to refine 
its position in its camera coordinate frame with parameter X[. 
Its final position can be obtained by calculating its coordinates 
in the object frame using equation 5.31. In addition, this new 
point is added to the pool ready to be selected for use in the 
pose estimation step. No other modifications are needed for the 
IMM algorithm and the EKFs for pose estimation. 
When a point feature vanishes from the image sequence, the 
filter that corresponds to the point is removed. The index of that 
feature is also marked invalid for pose estimation since no related 
measurements in future time-steps can be used for finding the 
pose of the object. 
5.6 Analytical Comparisons with Other EKF-
Based Algorithms 
5.6.1 Computation Speed 
Both the IMM-based approach in this chapter and the 2-step 
EKF in chapter 4 have the same characteristic that the struc-
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ture refinement and pose estimation is broken down into two 
steps and each correspondence point in the structure is decou-
pled in the process of filtering. This results in a gain in speed 
in these approaches. Originally, the decoupling is a tradeoff be-
tween speed and accuracy, which is the deficiency of the 2-step 
EKF in the previous chapter, since the rigidity assumption of the 
object can no longer be preserved. In the proposed IMM-based 
approach, the coordinates of each 3D model point are expressed 
in terms of the first image that they appear. The rigidity of 
the object is partially or even fully maintained for the case that 
the set of active features can or cannot be changed respectively. 
The only underlying assumption is that the measurements ac-
quired by the camera are non-biased. It is valid for most of the 
existing modern digital cameras. In this way, the adverse effects 
on decoupling the points in the structure refinement step can be 
minimized. 
To compare the speed with the 2-step EKF, the proposed 
IMM-based approach should have a higher computation cost be-
cause of the IMM calculation overhead and the two additional 
EKFs for pose estimation. However, the three EKFs for pose 
tracking can be run concurrently in parallel systems in theory. 
Also, the special structure representation in the EKFs for struc-
ture refinement reduces the computation to at least one-third 
of the original one. The only possible addition of computation 
time that cannot be avoided results from the mixing of states 
and covariances in the IMM algorithm. This small rise in com-
putation time can result in a great increase in accuracy, which 
has been demonstrated in the comparisons in chapter 6. 
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5.6.2 Accuracy of the Recovered Pose Sequences 
The improvement in the recovered pose accuracy is mainly due 
to the incorporation of the IMM algorithm. Intuitively, the three 
EKFs, each with a unique motion dynamics, try out three dif-
ferent constraints on the camera motion. The IMM algorithm 
makes use of the residual information from the filters to weight 
for the contribution of each filter to the final computed pose 
with a probability framework. Constraints on the object's mo-
tion are set dynamically in an indirect manner. That is exactly 
the suggestion by Szeliski and Kang [26] for solving the problem 
of structure and motion ambiguities. Prior information should 
be given for the pose or the structure to achieve high accuracy in 
structure acquisition or pose estimation. The two EKF-based 
approaches in [8] and in chapter 4 do not have such a mech-
anism and thus should have a lower accuracy because of the 
ambiguities. The proposed IMM-based approach can solve the 
problem with two commonly occurring motions. It can be ex-
tended to unlimited number of known motions in a theoretical 
sense. When applying such a robust structure and motion al-
gorithm, it is inevitable that there is a computation overhead. 
This is minimized using the techniques mentioned in the pre-
vious section. The actual performance in speed and accuracy 
of the proposed approach compared to other similar EKF-based 
algorithms can be found in the following chapter. 
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The proposed IMM-based approach 
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Figure 5.4: The image residual error versus C P U time for the proposed IMM-
based approach. 
5.7 Experiments and Results 
5.7.1 Synthetic Data Experiments 
The performance of the proposed IMM-based approach was tested 
using synthetic data. The data set that was used to evaluated 
the 2-step EKF in the last chapter was re-used. For details, 
please refer to section 4.7.1 on page 57. 
To see its performance, the average of the resulting image 
residual error versus CPU time of the 20 independent tests was 
plotted in figure 5.4. The proposed IMM-based algorithm falls 
to a low error before the 25认 frame. It finishes the processing 
of the 99-frame sequence in 78 seconds and takes 0.79 seconds 
to process an extra image on average. 
5.7.2 Real Scene Experiments 
The proposed IMM-based approach was applied to track the 
camera motion of two real image sequences while reconstructing 
the scenes' structures in this experiment. The pose sequences 
recovered were used to produce augmented reality videos, in 
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which a synthetic car was inserted into the scenes. 
Two image sequences were used in the experiment. The first 
sequence was taken in the laboratory. It is actually the labo-
ratory scene sequence described in section 4.7.2. The second 
sequence was taken in the same location but with the objects 
on the bench rearranged. The camera was mounted on a tripod 
on the top of a trolley. Images were taken while the trolley was 
moving. The height of the tripod was allowed to be adjusted. 
The length of this sequence is 90 frames. 
Results of the first image sequence are shown in figure 5.5. 
An augmented reality video has been made successfully. The 
orientation of the synthetic car is consistent with the real scene 
in the whole video sequence. Figure 5.6 also shows the switching 
of the three EKFs and likelihood of each individual filter in the 
IMM-based approach. Figure 5.6a was plotted by taking the 
filter that has a maximum likelihood in figure 5.6b at each time-
step. From figure 5.6a, you can see that the embedded IMM 
algorithm detected the camera motion correctly. It used the 
pure translation motion filter (TMF) most of the time for this 
test case, which reflected the actual motion of the camera. You 
may notice that the system switched to the other two filters, i.e. 
the general motion filter (GMF) and the pure rotation motion 
filter (RMF), from the to the 7沪 frame. It is due to the 
fact the camera was vibrated. After that, the system switched 
back to TMF. 
Results of the second image sequence can be found in fig-
ure 5.7. The camera motion of this test sequence is much more 
complicated. It contains both the pure translation motion and 
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the pure rotation motion as defined in section 5.3.2. The car in 
wire-frame has been successfully put at a place between the pa-
per box and the vase in the video. The motion of the synthetic 
car is consistent with the background even the camera is under 
the rotational motion. Figure 5.8 demonstrates the switching 
the three EKFs used in pose estimation for the second test case. 
From figure 5.8a, you can see that the system switched to the 
pure rotation motion filter (RMF) quite frequently in the first 
half of the image sequence. This reflects the fact that the camera 
underwent a pure rotation around the pitch angle. The switch-
ing of filter to pure translation motion filter (TMF) from the 
30"'' to the 337frame is due to the motion discontinuity. In 
addition, the trolley stopped at the 46认 frame and the camera 
was lowered to a new position until the 55认 frame. The IMM-
based system was able to detect this motion and switched to 
the TMF during these time-steps except for the 47认 frame. It 
switched back to the general motion filter (GMF) after the 
frame when the trolley continued to move. More information 
regarding the cooperation and weighing of each filter at each 
time-step can be observed from figure 5.8b. 
• End of chapter. 
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Figure 5.5: Results of augmenting an artificial object into the first test im-
age sequence using the proposed IMM-based approach. First row: The first 
and the last image of the first test sequence. Second row： A synthetic 
car, which is drawn by wire-frames, was augmented into the scene. The 
original and tlie resulting augmented reality video can be downloaded at 
lit,ti)://www.cse.culik.edu.hk/〜vision/demo/ 
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Figure 5.6: The plot on the top (Fig. 5.6a) shows the most probable E K F 
for pose estimation against frame number resulting from the first test image 
sequence. The plot at the bottom (Fig. 5.6b) shows the likelihood of each 
E K F for pose estimation against frame number. The line with triangle (A), 
circle (O) and square ([]) are for the general motion filter (GMF), the pure 
translation motion filter (TMF) and the pure rotation motion filter (RMF) 
respectively. 
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Figure 5.7： Results of augmenting an artificial object into the second test 
image sequence using the proposed IMM-based approach. First row： The 
and the 50"' image of the second test sequence. Second row: A synthetic 
car, which is drawn by wire-frames, was augmented into the scene. Both 
t.he original and the resulting augmented reality video can be downloaded at. 
ht.t.i)://www.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/〜vision/demo/ 
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Figure 5.8: The plot on the top (Fig. 5.8a) shows the most probable E K F for 
pose estimation against frame number resulting from the second test image 
sequence. The plot at the bottom (Fig. 5.8b) shows the likelihood of each 
E K F for pose estimation against frame number. The line with triangle (A), 
circle (〇）and square ([]) are for the general motion filter (GMF), the pure 
translation motion filter (TMF) and the pure rotation motion filter (RMF) 
respectively. 
Chapter 6 
Empirical Comparisons of the 
Structure and Motion 
Algorithms 
6.1 Introduction 
The objective of this chapter is to have a direct empirical com-
parison of several structure and motion algorithms introduced in 
this thesis. They are: A) the proposed 2-step extended Kalman 
filter (2-step EKF) in chapter 4, B) the Interacting Multiple 
Model based (IMM-based) approach in chapter 5, C) the in-
terleaved bundle adjustment method [33] and D) the extended 
Kalman filter (EKF) by Azarbayejani and Pentland [8]. The 
evaluation is based on the resulting image residual errors, accu-
racy of the recovered pose parameters and the required computa-
tion time. To make the comparison fair, all the algorithms were 
implemented in Matlab and were run on the same Pentium III 
IGhz machine. In particular, a side-by-side comparison of the 
proposed 2-step EKF in chapter 4 and the IMM-based approach 
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in chapter 5 using real images has been made. 
6.2 Comparisons Using Synthetic Data 
6.2.1 Image Residual Errors 
In this section, a comparison has been made using synthetic 
data. For consistency, the data sets in the synthetic experi-
ments in chapter 4 and 5 were re-used. Please refer to section 
4.7.1 and 5.7.1 on page 57 and 80 for detailed descriptions. The 
four structure and motion algorithms have been applied to these 
20 independent test cases. The resulting average image resid-
ual errors, pose parameter errors and the computation time are 
plotted, which are shown in figure 6.1-6.4. In these figures, the 
line with asterisk (*), triangle (A), circle (O) and square ([]) 
markers are for the IMM-based approach, the interleaved bun-
dle adjustment method, the EKF by Azarbayejani and Pentland 
and the 2-step EKF respectively. 
Figure 6.1 shows the time for the four algorithms to optimize 
the image residual errors of the back-projected model. This plot 
reveals the overall accuracy of the algorithms under comparison. 
The two proposed algorithms, i.e. 2-step EKF in chapter 4 and 
the IMM-based approach in chapter 5, fall to low errors at an 
earlier time than the other two existing approaches. 
Among the three recursive approaches (i.e. the 2-step EKF 
in chapter 4，the IMM-based approach in chapter 5 and the 
EKF by Azarbayejani and Pentland), the IMM-based approach 
achieves the lowest final residual error. The higher errors re-
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suiting from the 2-step EKF and the EKF by Azarbayejani and 
Pentland is due to the fact that their algorithms were trapped 
into poorer local optima. In addition, the results also show that 
the decoupling of EKF in the IMM-based algorithm does not 
cause a loss in accuracy. The special structure representation, 
together with the IMM algorithm, are able to compensate for 
such a deficiency and on the other hand result in a gain in com-
putation speed compared to traditional full covariance EKFs, in 
particular the EKF by Azarbayejani and Pentland. 
When the recursive approaches are compared to the inter-
leaved bundle adjustment method, which is a batch processing 
method, the latter approach reaches a lower final error. It is rea-
sonable since the three recursive algorithms cannot optimize the 
structure and pose error for all the images in the sequence simul-
taneously. However, the interleaved bundle adjustment method 
is ranked the third in pose accuracy (see table 6.1 on page 92). 
It seems that their algorithm has found the solutions that over-
fit the data. The time taken by the four algorithms to finish 
the computation has also been revealed in figure 6.1. The IMM-
based approach completed in 78 seconds. The interleaved bun-
dle adjustment method, the EKF by Azarbayejani and Pentland 
and the 2-step EKF finished in 41 seconds (for 5 iterations), 254 
seconds and 41 seconds respectively. 
6.2.2 Computation Efficiency 
The computation time needed to reconstruct a model when ex-
tra frames were added sequentially to the image sequence is 
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Figure 6.1: The relationship between the C P U time and the image residual 
error. Note that the algorithms were implemented in Matlab with a Pentium 
III IGHz machine and the time measurement is in seconds 
Q= the 2-Step EKF; *=the IMM-based approach; o=Azarbayejani's EKF; A=interleaved bundle adjustment 
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Figure 6.2: A graph showing the time needed for the four algorithms to 
reconstruct the model and pose when extra frames were added to the image 
sequence. 
shown in figure 6.2. The first step in creating this plot was to 
reconstruct a model with the first 10 frames. The succeeding 89 
frames were sequentially fed to the algorithms as the new mea-
surements of the scene. The proposed IMM-based approach, 
the EKF by Azarbayejani and Pentland and the interleaved ad-
justment method need 0.79, 2.60 and at least 4.55 seconds to 
update the structure and pose of the scene for every extra frame 
respectively. The proposed 2-step EKF is the most computation 
efficient, which takes 0.42 seconds to process an extra image. 
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6.2.3 Accuracy of Recovered Pose Sequences 
Figure 6.3 shows the average error of the six pose parameters 
against the frame number of the four approaches under the test 
cases. You can notice that the IMM-based algorithm achieves a 
relatively low pose error among the algorithms under compar-
ison. To have a clearer picture, the average total rotation and 
translation errors versus frame number were plotted in figure 
6.4. Here, the total rotations of the actual and recovered object 
were calculated by using the axis-angle representation to reduce 
the Yaw, Pitch, Roll angle into a single angle. The difference be-
tween these two values is the error. The total translation error 
was computed by subtracting the recovered translation vector 
from the actual one and the magnitude was taken. The IMM-
based approach has a total rotation and translation errors not 
larger than 0.39 degrees and 0.41mm on each frame respectively, 
which are lower than the other methods most of the time in the 
synthetic sequences. 
To quantize the comparison, the average pose parameter er-
rors per frame for the four algorithms were computed. The val-
ues are equal to dividing the summation of errors by the number 
of frames. They were tabulated in table 6.1. The IMM-based 
approach in chapter 5 achieves the lowest total rotation and 
translation error per frame. For each of the individual parame-
ters, it achieves the lowest error for the Yaw angle, Pitch angle, 
tx, tz and the second lowest for the Roll angle and ty parameter. 
The EKF by Azarbayejani and Pentland and the interleaved 
adjustment method are respectively ranked the second and the 
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2-Step EKF IMM-based Azarbayejani's Interleaved 
approach EKF bundle adj. 
Roll 3.7069 0.4055 1.0467 2.6789 
Pitch 3.3599 0.2411 0.5496 1.3259 
Yaw 0.3487 0.0257 0.0205 0.1141 
t 工 0.2 0.0750 0.1102 0.1 
ty 0.4 0.2196 0.2732 0.2 
t, 1.2 0.1867 0.2172 1.4 
Total 3.7747 0.3356 0.6669 1.3405 
rotation 
Total 1.4 0.32055 0.38894 1.5 
translation 
Table 6.1: A table showing the average errors per frame of each pose param-
eter of the four algorithms under comparison. Note that the angular errors 
(i.e. the total rotation, the Roll, Pitch and Yaw angle error) are in degrees 
and the translational errors (i.e. the total translation, tx, ty and t^  error) are 
in meters 
third in the accuracy of the recovered pose. The 2-step EKF 
in chapter 4 has the highest error because the decoupling of the 
EKFs in the implementation is actually a tradeoff between speed 
and accuracy. 
6.3 Comparisons Using Real Images 
A comparison on the recovered pose sequences between the 2-
step EKF proposed in chapter 4 and the IMM-based approach 
in chapter 5 has been made using real images. The reason for 
only comparing these two algorithms in real situations is that 
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Figure 6.3: The average error of each recovered pose parameter versus frame 
number of the four algorithms. 
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Figure 6.4: The average total rotation error (top, in degrees) and total trans-
lation error (bottom, in meters) versus frame number of the four algorithms 
we are going to study the effects of incorporating the Interacting 
Multiple Model. In general, these two algorithms are similar in a 
sense that the recovery of the pose and structure in the Kalman 
filtering computation are interleaved. The only differences are 
the structure representation and the use of the IMM algorithm in 
pose estimation. The IMM-based approach represents 3D model 
points in terms of the first image that they appear while the 2-
step EKF uses object coordinates. Three EKFs, each with a 
unique motion dynamics embedded within the IMM framework, 
are used in IMM-based method for pose computation while only 
one general motion EKF is adopted in the 2-step EKF. 
The real image sequences used in the comparison are the two 
laboratory sequences mentioned in section 5.7.2 on page 80. The 
original image sequences can be downloaded at http://www-
.cse.ciihk.edu.hk/�vision/demo/. The 2-step EKF in chapter 4 
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and the IMM-based algorithm in chapter 5 have been applied 
to track the camera motion. The recovered pose parameters are 
plotted in figure 6.5 and 6.6. 
Figure 6.5 shows the results from the first laboratory se-
quence. This sequence was purposely made to contain only pure 
translation motion. You can notice that the pose recovered using 
the IMM-based approach is smooth with no ambiguities among 
the Yaw and Pitch angle. The small jump in the rotation angles 
at the 76"! frame is due to the small vibration of the camera. 
On the other hand, the rotation parameters recovered using the 
2-step EKF is fluctuating even the actual camera motion is al-
most pure translation. It has a deviation about 2 degrees for 
the Yaw and Pitch angle. This shows that the IMM algorithm 
is useful in resolving ambiguities and is efficient in smoothing 
the output. 
Figure 6.6 shows the comparison using the second laboratory 
sequence. This sequence of images is taken by putting the cam-
era on a trolley. Only the height of the tripod was allowed to 
change. Therefore, the recovered camera motion should contain 
minimal Yaw angle rotation. From the figure, the pose sequence 
tracked by the 2-step EKF has an overall Yaw angle 2 degrees 
larger than that of the IMM-based approach. The increase in 
the Yaw angle causes a decrease in the overall Pitch angle, which 
is similar to the ambiguities resulting from the 2-step EKF ap-
proach in the first test sequence. However, it is less observable 
in this test sequence since the camera motion in this sequence 
involves a large change in the Pitch angle. The IMM-based ap-
proach can solve such an ambiguity in this test case. Another 
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The IMM-based approach in chapter 5 
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Figure 6.5: The pose sequences recovered from the first laboratory sequence 
with the IMM-based approach (the top two plots) and with the 2-step E K F 
(the bottom two plots). The line with triangle (A), circle (0) and square ([]) 
oil the left column are for the translation parameter tx, ty and t^  respectively 
while the line with triangle (A), circle (0) and square ([]) on the right column 
are respectively for the Yaw, Pitch and Roll angle. 
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difference between the results of the two approaches is that the 
Pitch angle plot flattens from the 28仇 to the frame in the 
IMM-based approach but not in the 2-step EKF. To see which 
algorithm is correct, we should investigate the original video 
sequence. By careful analysis, there is a small motion disconti-
nuity in the first half of the video. The flat region of the Pitch 
angle curve of our algorithm reflects such a motion discontinuity. 
The IMM-based algorithm is able to switch to an appropriate 
dynamic system quickly to cope with the sudden change in cam-
era motion, thus resulting in a higher pose tracking accuracy. 
6.4 Summary 
The 2-step EKF in chapter 4 has the highest computation speed 
among all the algorithms under comparison. The IMM-based 
approach in chapter 5 has the highest accuracy in the recovered 
pose sequences. It achieves the best tradeoff between speed and 
accuracy. Although the 2-step EKF is 46 percent faster than 
the IMM-based approach, experimental results show that it has 
a total rotation and translation error that are respectively 11.2 
and 4.4 times larger than the IMM-based approach. In addi-
tion, the IMM-based approach can recover a more reasonable 
pose sequence in real situations. It can be concluded that the 
incorporation of the Interacting Multiple Model can make sub-
stantial improvements on the algorithm performance. 
• End of chapter. 
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Figure 6.6: The pose sequences recovered from the second laboratory se-
quence with the IMM-based approach (the top two plots) and with the 2-
step E K F (the bottom two plots). The line with triangle (A), circle (0) and 
square ([]) on the left column are for the translation parameter t^, ty and t^  
respectively while the line with triangle (A), circle (0) and square ([]) on the 
right column are respectively for the Yaw, Pitch and Roll angle 
Chapter 7 
Future Work 
Further improvements can be made to the proposed algorithms 
to increase their overall speed and accuracy. Some of the possible 
directions are listed below: 
Addition of Extra Extended Kalman Filters Extra extended Kal-
man filters (EKFs) can be added to the pose estimation step of 
the Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) based approach proposed 
in chapter 5. Theoretically, the number of EKFs embedded in 
the IMM algorithm is not limited. If an additional EKF is able 
to describe the system dynamics of a particular application, it 
can be incorporated into the algorithm to improve the accuracy. 
The literature in [56] describes some sophisticated dynamic sys-
tems that may be useful for this purpose. The addition of the 
EKFs does not increase the speed too much if the algorithm is 
implemented on a parallel processing system, since the filters 
can be run concurrently. 
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Point Mismatch Filtering Using Epipolar Constraints A point 
mismatch filtering scheme can be added to the KLT tracker [39 
used by the recursive algorithms in chapter 4 and 5. The point 
mismatches that arise from the process of feature tracking cause 
a significant loss in accuracy of the recovered structures and pose 
sequences. The flaws in the reconstructed 3D model in figure 
4.3 are the results of point mismatches. Epipolar constraints can 
be employed to eliminate any wrong correspondences among the 
tracked features. A similar method has been proposed by Gibson 
et al in [42 . 
Advanced Feature Selection Strategies A more sophisticated fea-
ture selection scheme, for example the technique described in 
31], can be used to choose reliable point features in the pose 
estimation step of Kalman filter based algorithms in chapter 4 
and 5. In these algorithms, only a fixed portion of point fea-
tures are used for computing the pose. If that new scheme can 
sort out the reliable point features at a high accuracy, these 
two algorithms can depend on a smaller number of points in 
the pose estimation step, resulting in an overall increase in the 
computation speed. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 8 
Conclusion 
Three algorithms solving the pose estimation and the structure 
and motion problem have been proposed in this thesis. Firstly, 
a method for computing the pose of an object using a genetic 
algorithm has been introduced. The embedded mismatch fil-
tering strategy makes the algorithm robust under the presence 
of point mismatches and outliers. Secondly, a 2-step recursive 
3D structure acquisition algorithm using two sets of interleaved 
Kalman filters has been proposed. It achieves linear time and 
space complexity in terms of the number of available point fea-
tures. Thirdly, an extension to the previously proposed 2-step 
algorithm has been made using the Interacting Multiple Model 
(IMM) framework. With that, ambiguities among the recovered 
structure and pose parameters are reduced. Motion discontinu-
ities in the image sequences can also be handled elegantly. 
Among the three proposed approaches, the genetic algorithm 
in chapter 3 is the most efficient in avoiding local optima, ex-
cluding outliers and point mismatches. The 2-step extended 
Kalman filter (EKF) in chapter 4 has the highest computation 
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speed. It is shown in the experiments that it needs less than 
one-forth the time of the EKF by Azarbayejani and Pentland [8 
to process a sequence containing a few hundred point features 
per frame. The IMM-based algorithm in chapter 5 achieves the 
highest accuracy in the recovered pose sequences. Experimental 
results show that it has a total rotation and translation errors 
not larger than half a degree and half millimeters on each frame 
respectively, which are lower than the other existing methods. 
It is the best tradeoff between speed and accuracy among all 
the structure and motion algorithms under comparison. These 
three methods have been applied individually to 3D model re-
construction and augmented reality applications. 
To proceed further, additional EKFs can be incorporated into 
the IMM-based algorithm to improve the accuracy, if these extra 
EKFs are capable of describing the system dynamics of that par-
ticular application. The addition of the filters does not reduce 
the speed too much since the filters can be run concurrently 
on parallel processing systems. Besides, improvements to the 
feature extraction and tracking strategy can be made. Feature 
extraction and tracking are significant in the recovery of struc-
ture and motion from real images. One possible approach is to 
make a filter on the top of the original KLT tracker to eliminate 
the outlying point features with the epipolar constraints. 
• End of chapter. 
Appendix A 
Kalman Filtering 
This appendix aims to introduce the techniques of Kalman fil-
tering to readers. In particular, its application to the structure 
and motion problem is highlighted. 
Kalman filter is an estimator for the linear-quadratic-gaussian 
problem. It is a problem of estimating the instantaneous state 
of a linear dynamic system, which is perturbed by Gaussian 
white noise, using measurements linearly related to the state, 
but corrupted by Gaussian white noise [28]. There are several 
variations of Kalman filters. The basic one is for linear systems. 
Other variations include the extended Kalman filter (EKF), the 
iterated extended Kalman filter (lEKF), the linearized Kalman 
filter and the hierarchical Kalman filter (HKF). 
To apply Kalman filters to a particular problem, the dynamic 
system and measurement model should be defined first. Let Xt 
be an n-dimensioii state of the dynamic system and et be m-
dimension vector of measurements that can be obtained physi-
cally. The linear system that describes the transition of states 
and the relation between the state and physical measurements 
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can be written as follows: 
A linear system 
System model: 
Xt = MtXt-i + (A.l) 
Measurement model: 
et = CtXt + ”t (A.2) 
Mt is a time-dependent n x n state transition matrix and 飞 
is an n-dimension vector that accounts for the noise associated 
with the dynamic system. Q is a time-dependent mxn trans-
formation matrix between the state and the measurement while 
v^  is the noise associated with the measurement process. The 
goal of the filter is to find an estimate of the state vector Xt, 
represented by Xt, that minimizes the weighted mean-squared 
error: 
E ^ i X t - X t f u l X t - X t ] ) (A.3) 
The function E {X) is the expectation of X. U is any sym-
metric non-negative definite weighting matrix. After a series of 
mathematical derivations, the recursive form of Kalman filter 
comes up with the following four equations: 
The baseline Kalman filter 
Prediction equations: 
Xt,t-i 二 MtXt 一 i,t—i (A.4) 
At,t-i = Mt At-i,t-i MJ + Qt (A.5) 
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Update equations: 
XT,T = XT,T-I + - CTXT,T-I) ( A . 6 ) 
/\t =〜，t -1 - WCt 八t,t-i (A.7) 
= At,t-iCf(Ct At,t-i C j + Rt) - ' (A.8) 
ys 
八 i s the covariance of the state vector Xt,t.八o’o is given 
by 八o’o = E(XoXq). QT and RT are the covariances of the 
noise terms jt and Vt respectively. W is known as the Kalman 
gain. Intuitively, it controls how much the filter believes on the 
previous estimate or the current measurements. The higher the 
covariance of the measurement noise Rt, the smaller the value 
of the Kalman gain matrix and the larger is the extent of the 
filter to believe on the previous estimate, since the noise of the 
dynamic system is relatively small. The version of Kalman filter 
discussed is a discrete one and is valid for linear systems only. 
The measurement model of a machine vision system is non-
linear if perspective camera model is adopted. To deal with non-
linear measurement model, the extended Kalman filter (EKF), 
the linearized Kalman filter or the iterated extended Kalman 
filter (lEKF) should be used. Assume that the system now be-
comes: 
A non-linear system 
System model: 
Xt 二 MtXt-i + It (A.9) 
Measurement model: 
e, 二 + (A.IO) 
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ct{Xt) is a non-linear observation function. Note that the 
system model is linear in this example. A first order expansion 
can be used to approximate the non-linear function Ct{Xt) such 
that: 
V c . = 響 (A.11) 
a 入 t V V 
With this approximation, the Kalman filtering equations for 
the extended Kalman filter become: 
The extended Kalman filter 
Prediction equations: 
At-i = MtXt-i,t-i (A.12) 
At’t-i = Mt At -u- i M j + Qt (A.13) 
Update equations: 
XT,T = XT,T-I + W{ET - CT{XT.T-I)) (A.14) 
f\t�t = At’H -恢Vc；^ 〜厂 1 (A.15) 
= Ai,t_iVc^(Vcx 八t,t-i VcJ + Rt) - ' (A.16) 
Since the system model is linear, the prediction equations in 
this EKF are the same as the baseline Kalman filter. This is 
enough for the machine vision applications introduced in this 
thesis. If the state transition matrix Mt is replaced by a non-
linear function mt{Xt), the first order expansion of the function 
is also valid to approximate its value: 
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dmtjXt) . 
• m x 二 (A.17) 
The matrices Mt in equation A.12 and A.13 are replaced by 
Vmx- Then the EKF can handle both non-linear dynamic sys-
tem and non-linear observations. 
The linearized Kalman filter has a function similar to the ex-
tended Kalman filter. The only difference between them is that 
the former one uses linear approximation over a larger range of 
state space. It assumes linearity over the range of the trajectory 
perturbations, together with state estimation errors. The latter 
one makes the linearity assumption only over the range of state 
estimation. This discrepancy contributes to the fact that the 
linearized Kalman filter can be implemented more efficiently as 
some of its components can be pre-computed offline. On the 
other hand, the extended Kalman filter is proficient in a way 
that it is more robust against non-linear approximation errors. 
Thus, it is preferred to be used in computer vision systems. 
For the iterated extended Kalman filter (lEKF), it is actu-
ally an extension of the EKF. The difference between EKF and 
lEKF is that the latter one re-evaluates the filter around the 
new state estimates until little extra improvements are obtained. 
Thus, lEKF should have a higher accuracy but a slower speed. 
Detailed mathematical derivation of the Kalman filters can be 
found in [28 . 
• End of chapter. 
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